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b.

Jj ew divisions of animal Kingdom are systematically tossed about in

such a degree as the Myriapoda. Linnaeus and Fabricius of course classed them

among the Insects, that with these authors comprehended all the Arthropoda or Con-

dylopoda; but no sooner the immense division of the Arthropoda was divided in

several subdivisions, than also the Myriapoda were directed from one of these sub-

divisions or classes to the other.

It is not my intention to give here a copious historical and critical account

of the whole tossing about, to which the Myriapoda have been subjected, but I con-

tent myself with the enumeration of a few of the most considerable systematist's.

Thus Lamarck (1801) counted them with the Arachnida, while Leach (1815) of them

formed a separate class. Erichson (1840) counted them with the Crustacea, while

Brandt (1841) considered them more strictly as Insects, calling them ,,insectes myria-

podes". Latreille, the greatest entomological systematist of his own time, placed them

differently in his different works, which circumstance, better than anything else, proves

the difficulty of finding a safe unattackable systematical position for these animals.

Yet the view of Leach must be said, at least previously, to have been victorious;

nor can it be denied, that it is far preferable to those of Lamarck and Erichson, but

on the other hand by this the near affinity between the Insects and Myriapoda is

obscured. Therefore I should prefer to count them with the Insects, with whom they

are united with so manny common characters, while no sharp systematical limit

is to be found. Partly in print partly in my lectures I have already twice or thrice

seized the opportunity to touch on the near connection between the Myriapoda and

Insects, and also at present I shall confine myself with referring thereto *), remarking

only that also in the structure of the head and the parts of the mouth the conformity

with the head of an Insect not is to be mistaken; and even as within the class of

*) Cf. Entom. Tidsskr. Stockholm. I. p. 147.
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Insects there are great and radical differences, not only between Insecta sugentia and

Insecta manducantia, but also between the latter reciprocally, thus the two chief-

divisions of the Myriapoda, Chilopoda and Chilognatha, present a semblable difference.

For this time I shall confine myself with the treatment of the head of

the Chilopoda, in which I am most concerned, as it would be desirable for me to

be able of referring to such an examination in that treatment of the material of

the Chilopoda at the museums at Cambridge, Mass., and Copenhague, which I am

about of finishing; but I hope also by this to give another contribution to the new

view of the head and the parts of the mouth of the Insects
,
of which I lately have

published the first contribution in ,,Trophi Dipterorum".

Essentially it is the study of the head of the Scolopendra ,
which forms the

foundation of this essay. As for the abnorm form Peripatus I have not at all regarded

it, for I don't believe that it properly can be united with the Myriapoda. Nor have

I entered upon the structure of the Scolopendrella ,
but am obliged to postpone this

till a future examination. It is almost exclusively the genus Scolopendra and of it

the species Sc. subspinipes Kohlr., which I have examined; as because of its great

spreading and relative largeness it offers an exellent matter for examination. For

the rest it is a matter of course that within the order of Chilopoda there are great

differences in the structure
,

if not of the head itself, yet of the parts of the body

which are nearest to the head, and this of course influences upon the structure and

muscular system of the head itself; only compare a Scolopendra with an Orya or

Mecistocephalus; but the Scolopendra certainly presents the strongest marked form of

Chilopoda and thus the greatest interest. To enter explicitly upon the other chief-

forms should have claimed more time, than could be granted to the object of this

research.

One of the common marks for the Myriapoda and Insects contrary to the

Arachnida and Crustacea is that the head of the above mentioned (at least that of

the imagines) is very distinct from the body; and when we regard a Chiliapod from

above we will instantly remark a segment, which by its form and size is distinct

from eveiy other segment or ring of the body, and which having foremost the an-

tenna? and behind them the eyes if eyes there be at all clearly proves itself to be the

head of the animal. But when we regard the animal from beneath, a large, quadratic,

rhomboidal plate springs forth before, which in front has a pair of strong, crooked,

clawformed limbs; but I here forthwith must point out, that this plate with h'mbs

(the raptorial legs or poison claws ,,Gribebenene" or ,,Giftkrogene") not belongs to

or forms any part of the head, and hereafter I shall again come to mention it.

In the following we now will give an explanation of the composition of the



head and an exposition of the parts of its skeleton as well as of its limbs, but at

first we will present a short prospect of the exposition and views of the precedent

authors, beginning with the skeleton and ending with the limbs. It will soon be seen

that only few authors have entered into the study of the skeleton of the head, and

here it suffices to mention and more strictly refer to Newport, Wood, Zograf, the

present author and Stuxberg.

NEWPORT has in his renowned essay, ,,Monograph of the Class, Myriapoda,

Order Chilopoda", Trans. Linn. Soc. XIX, two chapters about the composition and

development of the head,l. c. p. 287 94, and he begins with declaring ,
that a careful

examination of the head of the Myriapoda has forced him to admit not less than

eight segments in this; but that these eight segments or subsegments, as he prefers

to call them of practical respects, again are united by fours in ,,the cephalic segment"

before and ,,the basilar segment" behind. This segmentation now is said to be

distinct in the Geophils, and in that drawing, which he gives, plate 33. fig. 3., of the

young of a Geophil, lately come out of the egg, it also is very evident, yet thus that

the eight subsegments are divided into three heaps separated by relatively deeper

incisions, as the four hindermost subsegments are divided in two heaps by a inci-

sion, which is as deep as that which divides the four foremost subsegments from the

rest. Besides, Newport to the four first subsegments, which together form the

cephalic segment, our lamina cephalica, assigns the following appendages: to the

first subsegment the antennae, to the second the eyes (if eyes there be) and the

labrum *), to the third the maxilte (mandibulse autt., not Newp.) and to the fourth

,,the internal parts of the mouth" -- or lower down, ..the lingua with external or

maxillary palpi", p. 298 . The following four subsegments in the perfect Chilopoda,

the Geophili excepted, are said to be united to one single plate, ,,the basilar segment",

but in the Geophili this segment always, excepted the Mecistocephalus, is said to be

divided into two ,,separate portions" of which the hindermost has got the denomina-

tion of ,,sub-basilar segment". In the Scolopendra first ,,the basilar subsegment" is

said to be united and only perceptible ,,in the form of a raised lunated fold, on the

anterior margin of the great basilar segment" (fig. 4 B.); but this by no means is a

reminiscence of a united dorsal arc or scutum, and it is only found in a part of the

American species. In the Geophili and Scolopendras in development this hindermost

') It is first at the close of his examination of the head, p. 297
,

that having spoken of the
moveable parts of the mouth Newport also speaks of ,,articulatod together" , and here

labrum, although doubtingly, is said to be coalesced limbs: Although it is difficult to trace

with certainty the analogies of these parts, they seem to represent the appendages of the
second segment".



chief-segment, ,,the basilar segment", always is distinctly divided into four equally

evolved subsegments with rudiments of appendages, thus that the first subsegraent

would respond to or rather be developed to ,,the maxillae". The third subsegraent is

always said to disappear either altogether or partly (Geophilus), and to be united

with the fourth, which then either might persist as a particular subsegment (,,subba-

silar segment" in the Geophili, the Mecistocephalus excepted) or be united with the

preceding second segment (Scolopendra) ;
but in each case the third subsegment

altogether should want or loose the limbs, and the fourth only have one pair of short

legs. In Lithobius and yet more in Scutigera (Cermatia) the whole second segment

is said to be strongly reduced and of its four subsegments only a narrow arch be

formed, and not only the last but also the next pair of legs should have disappeared.

In Scutigera the whole ,,basilar segment" should have disappeared or be swallowed

up by ,,the cephalic segment". The following table gives a prospect of, how Newport

has imagined himself the different appendages and organs to be distributed among
the different subsegments.

1. Subsegment: Antennae.

2. Vision and the anterior lip.

3. Internal maxillae.

4. The lingua with external or maxillary palpi.

5. The elongated palpi.

6. Foot-jaws or mandibles.

7. Has disappeared.

8. First pair of legs (in Lithob. and Scutig. disappeared).

Because of the importance which the theory of Newport has had and partly

still has for the comprehension of the parts of the mouth of the Chilopoda. *), I have

given a short extract of it, though I myself more than doubt its correctness, nay
even don't believe upon the basis of this theory, the occurrence of the four subseg-

ments in the cephalic segment in the young of the Geophilus. For, though I have

been able to examine several specimens of the young of the Geophilus, which must

be supposed to stand upon the same degree of development, as that which Newport
has pictured, 1. c. Tab. 33. fig. 3, is said to stand upon, I have not found such a

segmentation; nor has Metschnikoff in his embryological examinations mentioned or

*) As an example of the importance which the theory of Newport has had still at a late

period, is the respect which Moseley has to it in his essay on Peripatus: ,,0n the Struc-

ture and Development of Peripatus capensis" ,
Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. Vol. 164 pt. 2. 1874,

in which he refers to the theory, though not quite exactly.



delineated such a quartering. But Newport, in the contrary, will not only distinctly

have remarked the quartering hi the young ones, but also have found it again in the

perfect animal, 1. c. p. 291 : ,,The four subsegments observed in the embryo of Geo-

philus, at the bursting of the shell, and then in the act of uniting to form the future

cephalic segment, are faintly indicated in the perfect animal (fig. 15)". Yet I suppose,

that among the three lines of limitation indicated upon the figure, here the midmost

only is real in those species of Geophilus in which the lamina cephalica by a corre-

sponding suture is divided into an ,,Isseplade" and ,,Pandeplade" ,
but that in the

very-same Geophils the two others, in the rest of the Geophils all the three lines

have come forth as lines of limitation for translucent parties, as labrum, laminse

pharyngeales or third metamers sternum (the basal part of the raptorial legs). It

seems also to be contrary to common sense to reckon to the head limbs which so

evidently are legs, as the first pair of walking legs of the Geophili and Scolopendrini,

though they be somewhat or even much smaller than the following ones; nor does

there seem to be any sufficient reason for supposing, that the altogether have dis-

appeared in Lithobius and Scutigera.

It seems particulary to be the exigence of a large segment or subsegment

for the raptorial legs, which has induced Newport to consider ,,the basilar segment"

in the Scolopendra as being the segment or scutum of these raptorial legs, whereas

a stricter axamination would show, that in the Scolopendrini this segment belongs to

the first pair of legs, and that its largeness, which in fact is less than it seems to

be, for the greatest part is due to the regard taken to the preceding and following

segments together with there limbs and to the muscular system of the segments,

while the space occupied by the real muscles of the first pair of legs comparatively

is small (for the rest compare with this the prothorax in Coleoptera, Orthoptera and

Rhynchota); the true scutum of the raptorial legs will also, though with difficulty,

be discernible before the large scutum. In the Geophili we see distinctly, that the

scutum of the first pair of walking legs and of the raptorial legs are two completely

separated plates, of about the same size, and in Lithobius and Scutigera the scu-

tum of the raptorial legs is very distinct from the others, though very small.

But on the other hand it must be granted to Newport, that, if the raptorial

legs need to be reckoned to the head, ,,the basilar segment" can not well be separated

from it; and it can not well be denied that the first pair of legs hi the Scolopendrini

belongs to this segment. At all events
,

if Newport had not so distincly looked on

the raptorial legs as being homogeneous with the mandibles of the Insects, and there-

fore not had reckoned them to the head, it would have been easier for him to have

got a proper and distinct limit for this, as in that case he would have been able to



set the limit beneath behind the ,,labium" (pedes maxillares primi paris, mihi olim,

or maxillae, at this time), and above behind the first segment of the lamina cephalica.

But then also it would have been somewhat difficult to find above the subsegment

or scutum for this labium. as all the four foremost subsegments already had got

their appendages. Furthermore the examination of Newport has the fault, that not

at all or only in a very small degree he has considered the nethermost part and the

skeleton of the head.

This overlooked point now HORATIO C. WOOD has tried to fill up in his ,,the

Myriapoda of North America", Trans. Philos. Soc. XIII. 1865, agreeing for the rest

altogether with Newport; yet I must consider his explanation of the skeleton of the

nether side of the head as a complete failure and for the greatest part contrary. to

some of the first rules of explanation of metamers and their exponents. For the rest

his mistake is twofold, firstly that, setting the special parts above the common or

typic, everywhere he wants to point out all the plates and joints which are found

in a well developed metamer and its exponents, secondly that he makes no difference

between the metamers and exponents, forgetting that the exponent is the free ap-

pendage of the metamer, of which growing together in pairs or union with its meta-

mer there can hardly be spoken, all the while its union with another metamer or

the exponents of this must be regarded as impossible. Therefore I must esteem it

very unlucky for Wood that he explains the two small plates, fig. 3 c. and h., (our ,,Ind-

skudsskjolde", scuta intercalaria) between the scutum of his second subsegment and

the sternum of his first subsegment, as the sterna and episterna of the second subseg-

ment; but still worse, that he explains the arch of scutella that lies behind the sternum

of the first subsegment and makes out a part of the skeleton itself as ,,the atrophied

and misplaced (sic!) appendages" of the second subsegment. Yet the most unlucky

point of this explanation for me it seems to be, when Wood considers the midmost

tooth of thelabrum as the coalesced outermost joints in the pair of exponents or limbs

,,the rudimentary metatarsse", belonging to the above mentioned second metamer or

subsegment, that meet in the midline of the animal, 1. c. p. 143*). In the here men-

tioned fig. 3. Wood moreover in a line with his sterna of the second subsegment, e.,

has drawn a series of three small plates, of which the hindermost is marked with r., but

of which not one single one withermore is mentioned in the text. Now it seems to

me that this series of plates or scutella as well as or better than the above mentioned

') For the rest doubtless it is Newport, who also here has led Wood astray, as, compare the

preceding, he already had explained labium as the appendages to the second subsegment.



arch of scutella might be explained as coalesced limbs, yet on the other hand there

was no want of more limbs, and those scutella besides are only a special phenome-

non and are wanting in many species, which circumstance yet seems to have escaped

the attention of Wood. For the rest the first mentioned arch of scutella in part has

been produced by a double fault of explanation or observation of Wood himself: the

scutum in fig. 3., marked with the letter b. ("femur,, of Wood), being no separate or

distinct scutum at all, but only the steep inclination of the sternum of the first sub-

segment of Wood, as the sharp edge or keel, which limits this inclination behind,

has been mistaken for a seam. In the next place the two small plates, drawn on

each side of the midtooth of the labrum (the ,,tarsus" of Wood), certainly only are

the foremost edge of the bristled hide-flaps which fill up the windings in the foremost

edge of the labrum
;
here no real plate or scutum can be observed. Less, in the con-

trary, I oppose to Mr. Woods explanation of the foremost plate on the nether side

of the head, fig. 3 m., as being the sterna of the first subsegment or metamer, sup-

posed of course that the antennae were articulated to the above mentioned metamer or

were its exponents, and that this metamer at all events might be considered as the

first one. But in the following pages I shall try to proof that these two suppositions

do not take place.

Contrary to Newport and Wood ZOGBAF, ,,Vorlaufige Mittheilungen iiber die

Organisation der Myriapoden", Zoolog. Anzeiger, Jahrg. II 1879, denies the possibility

of referring the different plates of the nether side to distinct parts of the metamers:

,,Die untere Seite des Kopfes der Chilopoden besteht aus einer Menge Chitinplatten,

welche aber keineswegs fur besondere Segmenttheile der Entomologen gehalten wer-

den konnen; sie sind einfache Chitinverdickungen, welche zum Muskelbefestigen die-

nen", 1. c. p. 16.

THE PRESENT AUTHOR in ,,Myriapoda Musaei Hauniensis. I. Geophili", Naturh.

Tidsskr. 3. R. 7. B. 1871, on occasion of the family characters of the Geophili ente-

red upon the composition of the head and maintained that the ,,Hovedplade", ,,the

cephalic segment" of Newport, only could be looked upon as consisting of two parts,

a ,,Isseplade" and a ,,Pandeplade", which often altogether were coalesced. In the next

place I supposed that the first pair of legs with their scutum dorsale, my ,,lamina

dorsalis prima", but ,,the sub-basilar segment" of Newport, not did belong to the head,

though it might withdraw itself from the following scuta dorsalia and approach to

the preceding ,,lamina basalis", ,,the basilar segment" of Newport. Lamina basalis in

the next place I considered as being the scutum dorsale of the raptorial legs, or ,,pe-

des maxillares secundi paris", as then I named them, and always I found this lamina

basalis in the Geophils to be well developed and free, while in the contrary in the
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Lithobii it was more or less feebly developed, and altogether had disappeared in the

Scolopendra or were only discernible in these animals as a kind of little wall along

the foremost edge of the lamina dorsalis. But at present I think it to be incorrect to

explain this wall, which only is to be found in some American forms, as being the

obliterated lamina basalis, yet I believe that we always can find more or less discer-

nible traces of this wall beneath the foremost edge of the very same lamina dorsalis.

I also have found in a few species of Geophili a distinct, though small and feeble and

often concealed scutum dorsale for my first pair of pedes maxillares or maxillae, as I

name them at present, but I did not find this scutum, ,,lamina prsebasalis", in

any species of the Lithobii and Scolopendrini. Yet this explanation also at present

I regard as althogether faulty, but this faultiness as mostly due to the false view of

the lamina cephalica or ,,Hovedpladen" as one or more parts of the homonomeous

metamers of the head and to the wrong explanation of the number and order of

the organs of the mouth, produced by my adherence to Savigny. In fact nothing

was more naturel than the reference of the last scutum dorsale of the head to its

last pair of limbs (and scutum ventrale), and I agreed with Savigny that the ,,maxillae",

as I name them at present, were the last pair of limbs; but it is precisely one of

the chief-points in my present view of the head and mouth of the Chilopoda, that

the mandibles, autt., are the last pair of the parts of the mouth, and

that the ventral arch of their metamer is situated behind that part of a metamer to which

this first pair of pedes maxillares or maxillas, ,,Kjseberne", are adjoint. After this

this small scutum dorsale, ,,lamina praebasalis", is not to be referred to the maxillae,

that is to say the second pair of the parts of the mouth, but to the mandibles, that

is to say to the third pair of the parts of the mouth, while in the contrary the cly-

peus, ,,Mundskjoldet", as the dorsal arch of the second metamer, must be regarded as

the scutum dorsale of the maxillae. Yet more of this in the following.

In his essay, ,,0m mundelarnes bygnad hos Lithobius forficatus L.", Ofvers.

K. Vet. Akad. Forh. 1873, STUXBERG with regard to the explanation of the parts of

the mouth agrees totally with my then lately published essay, but with regard to

the composition of the head he accepts rather the view of Newport and reproduces
his drawing of the head of the young Geophil; yet his referring of appendages and

limbs to the supposed segments or subsegments of the head appears to me to be

very unlucky. He supposes then eight subsegments or rings, and to the first he re-

fers the antennae, to the second the wanting eyes and to the third the mandibles.

So far I can understand Stuxberg and also formerly was able to follow him, yet the

rest seems to me to be very faulty. After having provided the three foremost sub-

segments with appendages, five pairs of subsegments are left, yet only four pairs of



appendages (or in fact only three pairs of limbs -- as the first pair of limbs by Stux-

berg, who in this follows Savigny and me, is reckoned as two pairs of limbs, viz.

the first and the second pair of maxillae), as not, according to Newport, he will count

the first pair of legs to the head. This formally is very correctly done of Stuxberg,

but really very uncorrectly, as the same pair of legs needs must belong to his eighth

subsegment ;
thus that he can not reckon it to the head, without taken also along

therewith its limbs. Formally also it sounds very well, that the first and the second

pair of pedes maxillares (at present our maxillae and raptorial legs) as the two last

pairs of parts of the mouth (though in fact they be it not) are referred to the two

last subsegments, but the handling and more exact examination of the head soon

will show us, how the first pair of pedes maxillares, maxillae, closely attaches them

selves to the real head, while the other pair of pedes maxillares, mandibulse or ,,Gribe-

benene", with-draw considerably from the head and from the first pair of pedes

maxillares (and also are separated from them by a metamer and its limbs). Nor is

there formally any objection for referring the two preceding segments (the fifth and

the sixth) to the two preceding pairs of the parts of the mouth, which again, accor-

ding to Savigny and me, should be the first and the second pair of maxillaa (nosv la-

bium or the underlip), but in reallity there is nothing at all that indicates such a

connection; there is no coherence at all between the dorsal and ventral parts which

here are put together, nay the so called second pair of maxillas even are altogether

surrounded or enclosed by the first pair. Yet most unluckly Stuxberg seems to me

to be, when he refers any appendage to the fourth subsegment, and when thereto he

reckons -- the Hypopharynx. About this Stuxberg expresses himself as follows,

1. c. p. 40: ,,F6r den fragans afgorande, huruvida hypopharynx, enligt alia forfattares

enstammiga asigt, blott ar en utstjelpning af svalgvaggen, en sekundar bildning sale-

des, tillkommen for bestamdt andamal vid fodans digererande, eller om den icke

snarare, hvarhelst den forekommer, sasom jag formodar, ar att anse som ett slags

appendikulara ventrala delar af ett sarskilt segment, genom sitt inklamda lage komna

till en jemforelsevis ringa utbildning, hos vissa arthropoder annu ganska tydliga, hos

andra fullkomligt forsvunna". As can be seen of this, Stuxberg admits that it is

contrary to the unanimous view of all the authors, which well might have made him

somewhat more cautious, and that even for him it is but a supposition; thereafter

we see from the preceding, that it is only with the greatest difficulties that he has

come to the point to get the other subsegments provided, and only this one left un-

supplied. But yet if it had been much easier only to get this subsegment left, it

seems to me that it should have been much more plain to do, what Newport has

done with regard tho his seventh (and partly to his eighth) subsegment, and to de-

2



clare that this subsegment wanted limbs, or that the limbs had disappeared in their de-

velopment. The explanation of the pushing away of the fourth segment from its

own place and its placing within the head seems to depend on the supposition of

mechanical and physiological powers, which we do not find elsewhere in the animal

kingdom, and which in concrete there was no particular reason of supposing. He

says about this point, 1. c. p. 42: ,,Det forefaller i hog grad antagligt, ehuru vi annu

derofver sakna direkta observationer, att'pa det stalle, der munoppningen hos Chilopoderna

anlagges mellan tredje och fjerde segmentet (se figuren), genom de der bakom liggande rnun-

delarnes successiva utbildning och f'ramryckande mot muuhalan, pa samma gang .sum

framifran genom utbildningen dels af mandiblerna, dels af epistoma, det starka parti,

hvilket framtill begransar ingangen till degestionsapparaten, gores ett kraftigt motstand,

der samtidigt bakifran som framifran uppstar en stor patryckning, hvilken har till pa-

foljd, att det fjerde segmentet, det som har sin plats narmast bakom mandibularseg-

mentet, ryckes in i munhalan, sa at dess veiitrala och pleurala partier komma
att fa sitt lage derinom, pa dess bakre eller, hvilket ar det samma, pa dess undre

sida. Fran detta forkrympta segment synes mig den bildning, sem blifvit benamd

hypopharynx, leda sitt ursprung". Yet it must be granted to Stuxberg that he does

not behave with great determination, as instantly afterwards he says: ,,Val ar det

sant, att riktigheten af ett sadant antagande ma synas mycket svag eller rentaf

ogrundad"; but what can it awail to come with such loose suppositions and absurd

explanations in which we ourselves do not confide.

As we now have seen the number of the authors, wo have examined the

head properly said of the Chilopoda, is but small; but so much the greater is the

number of those who have wanted to consider the parts of the mouth homologeously
- and though most of them have done this cursorily and by the way wishing only

to be able in their descriptions of the species to nominate those parts of the mouth

from which they have derived the characters of these species
-- and though a great

multitude may follow each other and copy one another, still the number of explana-

tions is so great, that it has produced the most incredible profusion. Now it should

be a pity, if the new explanation and denomination of the parts of the mouth which

I am to give in the following, but still more should increase that confusion (if upon
the whole it should be admitted and not as ,,etwas unglaublich gezwungenes" be put

hors de debat); but partly, and that is a great advantage in such a confusion, it has

the quality of being quite different from all the explanations which hitherto are made,
and partly it is purposed to serve me to show the coincidence of the head of Chilo-

poda and its parts of the mouth with the head of the Insects and its parts of the



mouth, especially in the Orthoptera, that is to say in Insects with free biting parts

of the mouth and four pairs of these parts or four metamers in the head.

To facilitate the survey of the hitherto produced explanations and denomina-

tions of the parts of the mouth of the Chilopoda I will here give a tabular repre-

sentation of them, arranged according to the year of their publication. The super-

scriptions of the rubrics give that explanation and denomination of the parts of the

mouth which in the following I shall maintain, and which I think suitable instantly

to let come forward, though the proof of the correctness of that explanation and the

ensuing denomination first can be given in the following.
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My present viow:
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Scutum ilur-

sal' 1 mctamcri

My present view: primi.

La bruin

Upperlip.
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My present view:
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My pn/>rm vi.-w:
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13. Latreille, Le regne animal distribue d'apres son organisation, par Cuvier. Ill

14 Lamarck, Histoire naturelle des animaux sans vertebres. V.

15. Leon Dufour, Recherches anatomiques sur le Lithobius forflcatus et la Scutigera lineata.

Annales des sciences naturelles. II.

16. Kirby & Spence, An Introduction to Entomology, or Elements of the Natural History of In-

sects with Plates. III. (German translation).

17. De Haan, Vergelijking tusschen de last-, kaauw- en bewegingorganen der gelede dieren. Bij-

dragen tot de natuurkundige Wetensdiappen. II.

18. Straus-Durckheim, Considerations generates sur 1'anatomie comparee des animaux articu-

les etc.

19. Latreille, Le regne animal distribue d'apres son organisation, par Cuvier. Ed. II. IV.

20. Kutorga, Scolopendrae morsitantis anatome observationibus zoologicis atque physiologicis

illustrata.

21. Duvernoy, Lemons d'anatomie comparee de Georges Cuvier, recueillees et publics par G. L.

Duvernoy, seconde edition V.

22. Lamarck, Histoiro naturelle des animaux sans vertebres, par Deshaycs et Milne-Edwards. V.

23. Erichson, Entomographien, Untersuchungen in dem Gebiete der Entomologie.
24. Brandt, Recueil de memoires relatifs a 1'ordre des insectes myriapodes.
25. Brulle', Recherches sur les transformations des appendices dans les articules. Annales des

sciences naturelles. 3 ser. II.

26. Newport, Monograph of the Class Myriapoda, Order Chilopoda; with Observations on the Ge-

neral Arrangement of the. Articulata. Transactions of the Linnean Society. XIX.
27. Rymer Jones, Todd's Cyclopedia of Anatomy and Physiology. III. Art. Myriapoda.
28. Walckenaer, Histoire naturelle des insectes. Apteres. IV. (The introduction).

29. Gervais, Ibidem. (The explanation of the tables).

30. C. L. Koch, System der Myriapoden.
31. v. Siebold, Lehrbuch der vergleichenden Anatomie der wirbellosen Thiere.

32. Saussure, Memoires pour servir a 1'histoire naturelle du Mexiquo des Antilles et des Etats-

unis. 2 livr. Myriapodes.
33. Ludw. Koch, Die Myriapodengattung Lithobius.

34. Hor. Wood, The Myriapoda of North America. Transactions of the American Philosophical

Society. XIII.

35. Humbert, Essai sur les Myriapodea de Ceylan. Memoires de la Society de Physique et d'Hi-

stoire naturelle. de Geneve. XVIII.

36. Palmberg, Bidrag till kannedom om Sveriges Myriapoder. Ordningen Chilopoda.

37 Gerstacker, Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungon des Thiorreichs. Gliederfiisse. Arthropoda.
38 Meinert, Myriapoda Musai Hauniensis. 1. Geophili. Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift 3. R. 7. B.

39 v. Porath, Myriopoda Africa australis, in Museo Regio Holmiensi asservata recensuit C. 0.

v. Porath Pars I. Chilopoda. Ofversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhand-

lingar 1871. N:o 9.

40. Saussure & Humbert, Etudes sur les Myriapodes. Mission scientiflque au Mexique et dans

I'Amerique centrale. Recherches zoologiques. Partie VI. Section II.

41. Stuxberg, Om mundelarnes bygnad hos Lithobius forflcatus (Linne). Ofversigt af Kongl.

Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingar 1873. N:o 1.

42. Metschnikoff, Embryologisches uber Geophilus. Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftliche Zoologie. XXV.
43. Plateau, Recherches sur les phenomenes de la digestion chez les Myriapodes de Belgique.

Memoires de I'acad^mie Royale do Belgique. XLI.
44. Haase, Suhlesiens Chilopoda. 1. Chilopoda anamorpha.
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45. Latzel, Die Myriopoden der osterreichisch-imgarischen Monarchic. Erste Halfte : Die Chilopoden,

46. Zograf,') Anatomija Lithobius forficatus L. Raboti proizwedennija wo laboratorii zoologi-

tscheskago museja Moskowskago uniwersiteta. Tom. I. Wipusk 2.

It would take up too much room and be too tiresome to go over from the

beginning to the end all the explanations which here are mentioned, and therefore I

here will confine myself to some short remarks with respect to most of the authors.

I have begun the series with Fabricius as the man who first has laid due, although

one-sided, weight upon the parts of the mouth of the Arthropoda, and for the rest

only admitted such systematical and anatomical authors, who have made or must

be supposed to have made a more exact study of the parts of the mouth of the Chi-

lopoda. On that account I have usually omitted the common Entomological and Zoolo-

gical manuals. It will also be seen that by no means all the authors have maintai-

ned the same explanation through the whole series of their works, and when I also

am one of that number, still the thought consoles me that it has not succeded bet

ter for a Fabricius or even a Latreille, and thus I here have come in good company.

In his earlier works FABRICIUS did not know the third, concealed pair of

the parts of the mouth, which Latreille and most of the later authors have desig-

nated as mandibles, but with ,,mandibul3e" at that time as well as also after-

wards he understood what we here have named under-lip or labium, that is

nthe scutum ventrale metameri primi cum membris". It can also be remarked

that Fabricius says about the palpi that they are ,,palato insert!"; the orifice

then must be thought to be beneath these palpi, between them and his labium,

where also De Geer tells us that he has sought it, though without succes"). But

if the orifice was to be right above his labium, that is to say our scutum ven-

trale metameri quart!, this part of course must belong to the mouth and to the

head, and get its name with regard thereto. In his latest works Fabricius made

a considerable alteration in his nomenclature, doing so doubtless with respect to

the third pair of the parts of the mouth which hitherto had been overlooked by

him, and which now was named ,,maxillae", while the organs which hitherto had been

') In Zoolog. Anzeiger, Jahrg. II. 1879. the name of this author is written: Sograff; in Rus-

sian, in that work which I have cited, it is in Italic written 30FPA<I>.

") We read, in his essay, 1. c. p. 560: nLa bouche doit sans doute se trouver entre les bras

et les serres, mais je n'ai pu encore la decouvrir".

3
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called maxillae, changed their name and were called ,,palpi", and by which also was

produced that number of two pairs of palpi which are common in the Insects. And
to enable us to make a distinction between the two pairs of palpi, the pair of limbs

which heretofore simply were called ,,palpi", now got the name of ,,palpi anteriores",

while the formerly so called ,,maxill3e" were called ,,palpi posteriores".

DE GEER was still less morphologist than Fabricius, and there was no ques-

tion at all about the explanation or homologizing of the parts of the mouth which

he mentions or depicts. For the rest the mandibles neither are mentioned nor de-

picted by him, and that which in fact is the first pair of the parts of the mouth,

the limbs or palpi of the labium --
only are designated as: ,,deux parties articulees

et terminees par une piece reuflee, qui ressemble a une dent molaire, 1. c. p. 565,

and the table XLIII fig. 2. the are found indifferently depicted and partly concealed

by the prosternal teeth of the fourth metamer, (,,the dental plate" of Newport).

In his earliest works LATKEILLE introduced ,,mandibules" as the denomina-

tion of that pair of limbs which he first had discovered, and which after him mostly

has been called by this name. The mandibulae of Fabricius on the other hand he

called ,,machoires", of which on the whole he supposed two pairs, designating also

with this name the next pair of limbs, our maxillae. Yet the raptorial legs or poison-

claws he did not designate as palpi,- but simply called them ,,crochets". In his later

works Latreille took up the denomination of palpi which Fabricius had used for the

limbs of the second and the fourth metamer; but in his latest works, specially in

Regne animal, ed. 2, there is made a great progress, as far as the homologizing be-

tween the parts of the mouth and the limbs of the body has penetrated thus, that

here our labium and our raptorial legs are designated as ,,premiere et seconde paire

de pieds". Still it seems to me to be less well done, when the second pair of limbs

is designated as ,,palpes", though there has never been thougth on that pair of

maxillae to which they possibly might belong. (In the first edition of Regne animal,

1817, they were called ,,palpes ou pieds reunis a leur base")- The designation of the

two pairs of legs as two under-lips, ,,levres", at all events according to those works

of Latreille which I have compared, seems to be borrowed from Savigny, though

it may partly be other limbs which in the work of the latter are designated by

that name.

In his earliest works CUVIER almost exactly took up the selfsame denomina-

tions for the mandibles and the labium, which Latreille had made use of; on the

contrary he kept the designation of Fabricius ,,palpi" for the limbs of the second and

the fourth metamer, on account of which his explanation came to be like to that of

Latreille in his midmost works. On the whole Cuvier preserved this explanation ; yet
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already at an early period he ceased to handle the articulated animals, which in his

later years he gave up to Latreille.

In the beginning LAMARCK followed nearest Fabricius with respect to the

parts of the mouth, which he took into consideration; yet afterwards he coincided

mostly with Latreille. He seems also to have been the scholar of Savigny, when he

says, 1. c. 1818 p. 25: ,,les parties" (viz. les palpes and levre avec les chrochets) sem-

blent repondre aux pieds-machoires cles crustaces".

Setting up the Myriapoda as a particular class LEACH has entirely followed

or rather copied the midmost explanation of Latreille.

In his famous memoirs SAVIGNY forwarded considerably the study of the

parts of the mouth of the Arthropoda, trying a scientific morphologiziiig of them,

and his principles, which for the main still are predominant, I also until of late years

several times have tried to maintain and more exactly to prove. Yet I must here

confess that with respect to the Chilopoda this principle not even here appears to

me to be well carried through, and among other things at present I do not perceive

the reason, why with Savigny we are to consider the underlip or the ventral parts

of the first metamer as making two pairs of limbs*), ,,premieres et secondes machoi-

res", and therefore I must consider it an absolute step forward that Haase, though

he blames me, and also Latzel accept Latreille's old, of later years most frequently

rejected explanation of these parts of the mouth as being only one pair of limbs.

Another consequence of the unlucky explanation of Savigny was that there was no

room left for the following pair of the parts of the mouth, the maxillae, which there-

fore as well as the raptorial legs were placed outside the range of the common parts

of the mouth of the insects, and therefore were denominated ,,premiere et seconds

levre auxiliaire". Finally I also here must call our attention to the fact that Savigny

has been guilty of a misunderstanding of Fabricius, who at first did not know that

pair of the parts of the mouth, which Savigny calls ,.mandibules", and who never by

,,mandibulse" and ,,maxillas" did understand those parts of the mouth which Savigny

(after him?) designates in that manner. In the preceding I have tried to prove

what Fabricius has meant with his ,,mandibula?" and ,,maxillse", and for the rest I

can refer to the table of the parts of the mouth.

*) The commission appointed by the first class of the French Institute and composed of Cuvier,

Lamarck and Latreille, had already pronounced :
npeut-etre cependant serait-il possible qu'il n'y

en eut qu'une paire, mais bifide, et a divisions anterieures tres-rapprochees 1'une de 1'autre",

which objection Savigny dismisses with the short remark: ,,les lois de 1'analogie parais-

sent ecarter cette supposition", 1. c. p. 71.
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TREVIRANUS justly lays stress on that the raptorial legs can not be under-lip,

,,Unterlippe", such as most of the preceding authors had meant, but avoiding this fault

he takes to the as unlucky explanation that they are to be mandibles, which of course

is forbidden by their position with regard to the other parts of the mouth as well as

by their origin. Against his explanations in reality only can be opposed, besides the

common mistake with respect to the position of the mandibles, the often mentioned

error of supposing that a pair of palpi might be able to leave their maxillae and to

unite in the middle. For the rest I only will remark that to the labrum in Lithobius

lie reckons the laminae palatinae as ,,aussere Schenkel".

LEON DUFOUB, who first after much hesitation and after Treviranus had fore-

stalled him, had published his not very rich anatomical work about the Lithobius and

Scutigera, declares, 1. c. p. 83., that intentionally he has omitted to mention the parts

of the mouth, because they are described in all entomological works; but as his de-

nomination of them, that is to say their explanation, still is of some interest, I have

from the explanation of his table adopted the designations of those of the parts of

the mouth of these animals, which we have meet with there.

On the whole KIRBY and SPENCE follow Savigny, yet with that essential dif-

ference, that they refer the second pair of limbs, the ,,premiere levre auxiliaire" of

Savigny, as appendages or palpi to the just above or before placed ,,Unterlippe", that

is to say the sternal processes of the first metamer or the processes of the labium,

the second pair of maxillae of Savigny.

DE HAAN, who justly enjoys the greatest reputation as Crustaceologist, seems

here too easely to have come to full accordance with regard to the construction of

the limbs of the Arthropoda, and his studies on the Myriapoda seem at least very

superficial, while the mentioned numbers of the limbs of the different genera mostly

are wrong.

STRAUS-DURCKHEIM doubtless has not thoroughly studied the parts of the

mouth of the Chilopods, as also he only mentions the external parts of the mouth,

and I will but remark, that I do not understand how he comes to compare the rap-

torial legs of the Chilopods with the maxillae of the Insects and to give them the

name of ,,maxilles".

KUTORGA gives a representation of all the systems of organs in a Scolopen-

dra, but at least with regard to the parts of the mouth he does not seem to have

made a profounder study neither of the Myriapods, the Crustacees nor of the Insects.

The explanations partly remind us of Treviranus and partly of Straus-Durckheim
;

it

seems altogether by chance that he has come to denominate the first pair of the

parts of the mouth as ,,Labium".
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DUVEKXOY, the publisher as well of the first edition of the ,,Lecons d'ana-

tomie comparee" of Cuvier (1805) as of the second edition (1837) after the death of

Cuvier, has in this last publication on the whole made considerable additions; yet

with respect to the parts of the mouth of the Chilopods only must be remarked, that

he says that the two inmost laps of the ,,maxilles" of Cuvier often together are de-

signated as ,,levre".

ERICHSON is of no small importance for having carried through and partly

further executed the principles of Savigny, and his explanations also here are fully

in accordance with those of Savigny; only his designations are altogether quite ho-

mological.

BRANDT nearly agrees with Kirby and Spence, yet he considers their ,,Lip-

penpalpen" as a pair of independent limbs.

On the whole BRULLE follows Savigny, yet he deviates from him in a couple

of essential points. The deviations appear occasioned by that composition of the

mandibles of the Chilopods which is altogether unknown in the mandibles of the In-

sects, an abundance of composition, that was so great, that even not Brulle could

take those two organs for homologous, though else in the mandibles of the Insects

he believes to be able to point out several of the ingrediences of the maxillas. In

the following I shall try more exactly to show as well the dissimilarity as the simi-

larity among the mandibles of the Chilopods and those of the Insects, but here it

must be sufficient to point out as a morphological principal fault, the wish to settle

morphological and homological questions simply according to a larger or a lesser com-

position. Because Brulle designates this pair of parts of the mouth as ,,maxilles",

he afterwards comes to feel the want of a pair of mandibles. Nor is the explanation

of his ,,premiere levre inferieure" very clear, for though this part of the mouth is said

to be formed of two pairs of appendages, yet 'none of them can be the maxillae, ,,les

machoires", so that in reality he has one pair, although rudimental pair, of limbs to

spare. We read, 1. c. p. 336: ,,Les Myriapodes ont deux sortes de levre inferieure.

La levre de la premiere sorte, ou la levre proprement dite de M. Savigny, est double,

c'est-a-dire formee de deux paires d'appendices qui sont pourvus de palpes tout-a-fait

rudimentaires dans les Jules, et plus developpes, au moins pour les deux portions

exterieures, dans les Scolopendres".

We have already mentioned NEWPORT, when in the preceding we put forth

our explanation of the pieces of the head itself of the Chilopods, yet his explanation

is also remarkable with regard to the parts of the mouth, especially because he de-

clares the raptorial legs, that is to say the limbs of the fourth metamer, to be man-

dibles, calling the whole ventral part of this metamer ,,inferior Labium with man-
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dibles or foot-jaws". To understand this at first instance somewhat unintelligible ex-

planation, we must remember that Newport also in the Insecta mandicantia considers

the mandibles as the last, that is to say, the third pair of parts of the mouth. The

rest of the explanations are not very remarkable, only it seems that it necessarily

must be .very difficult for Newport to place the ventral part of the second metamer

together with its limbs, and that he calls them ,,first auxiliary lip with the posterior

pair of palpi" only shows us that he can not arrange them under the scheme of the

Insects.

The essay on the Myriapocla of RYMEB JONES for a great part is composed

of the System of these animals of Gray and of the examinations of Newport on the

development of the Julidas. His explanations of the parts of the mouth of the Chi-

lopods essentially is borrowed from Kirby and Spence; but from Newport he has

taken the most unhappy explanation that the formation of the labrum is clue to the

union of a pair of limbs.

WALCKENAEE did not himself finish his ,,Insectes apteres", but left the final

redaction of the Myriapoda to Gervais; yet he produced an introduction of some length

to an essay on the construction of the mouth of these animals, and here with respect

to the Chilopoda he follows Newport almost verbatim.

GERVAIS on the contrary, in that part of the introduction which he has writ-

ten, has abstained from the parts of the mouth
; yet in the explanations of the tables

and in the descriptions of the species he follows Savigny, using only besides the de-

nomination of Savigny for the ventral parts of the fourth metamer also the expres-

sion ,,levre forcipulaire", which he has taken from Latreille.

C. L. KOCH explains the parts of the mouth altogether rationally after that

theory which is current for the Insects, nay in fact in a more natural manner than

any one before him; only we have here" the great incommodity that his palpi maxil-

lares, ,,Kinnladentaster", do not articulate to or issue from the maxillae, but behind

them form for themselves an independent piece, which moreover is grown together

or united in the middle.

The explanation of SIEBOLD of the parts of the mouth also is rather rational
;

only it seems to me to be curious that he considers two pairs of united maxillae situ-

ated above or behind each other as corresponding to the labium of the Insects, the

parts of which in these animals all are situated in the line. Yet Siebold hitherto

has been the sole author who, as far as I know, not has referred the fourth meta-

mer to the head of the Chilopoda. On our own account we have already in the pre-

ceding previously maintained the same view.
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SAUSSURE does not seem to have made a profound study of the head of the-

Chilopoda, but only to have considered those parts of the mouth, which show them-

selves at the first superficial survey; of this reason he does not mention the concea-

led third pair of the parts of the mouth, the mandibles, and also easily he can refer

those parts of the mouth, which he has seen, to the common three pairs in the In-

sects, and besides he has the assertion of Newport for his explanation of the ventral

parts of the fourth metamer as being ,,labium av. mandibles".

Lumv. KOCH in every thing followes the explanations of the elder Koch.

We have formerly mentioned WOOD as being an author who with respect to

the explanation of the head itself in the substance agrees with Newport, although he

carried the theories of that author somewhat further on; as for the parts of the mouth

he also follows Newport, only, as before we have mentioned, with regard to the la-

brum he carries the explanation of Rymer Jones further on and considers this labrum

as formed by a union of the two outermost joints of the appendage of the second

,,cephalic subsegment".

HUMBERT most closely agrees with Savigny, yet he considers the first and

the second pair of maxillae of this author as forming the very labium, ,,levre inferi-

eure", thus doubtless here accepting the thought and the expression of Brulle.

PALMBEHG nearly repeats Brandt; only he takes up instead of the second pair

of legs (,,andre benparret") of Brandt the denomination of Savigny levre auxiliaire

(,,Hjelplapp").

GERSTACKER throws away all designations such as maxillae and palpi and

speakes, the mandibles excepted, only of the first and the second labium; with re-

spect also to the ventral part of the fourth metamer he avoids all real explanation,

denominating its limbs as ,,Giftklaue" (poison-claw).

The explanations of the parts of the mouth of THE PRESENT AUTHOR decidedly

coincided with those of Savigny, only with the denomination of ,,pedes maxillares"

or maxillary legs for the limbs of the second and of the fourth metamer, which had

been introduced by Erichson.

PORATH accepted thoroughly that designation and nomenclature which had

been introduced or maintained by me.

SAUSSURE and HUMBERT accepted unaltered the nomenclature of Savigny.

As for the parts of the mouth STUXBERG as well as Porath followed altoge-

ther my denominations. In the preceding we have explained ourselves about the ex-

planation of Stuxberg concerning the head and especially the hypopharynx.

In his history of the development of the Geophili METSCHNIKOFF only men-

tions two pairs of maxillae, save the pedes maxillares, that is to say the raptorial
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legs. One pair of limbs, doubtless the mandibles, he has quite overlooked; yet in

this might perhaps be seen a hint with respect to that which hitherto has been

the results of the history of development and their importance in morphological re-

searches.

In reality PLATEAU agrees with Savigny, yet he changes the order of his

two pairs of maxillae. And, as considering the labrum as a pair of parts of the

mouth, with mandibles and two pairs of maxillae having got four pairs of parts of

the mouth, he refers the following pair of limbs (our maxillae) as well as the raptorial

legs to the thorax. Yet a slight contemplation of the head teaches us, that the first

of these two pairs of limbs must be reckoned to the head, and in the following I

shall try to show that in fact they are not even the last or third, but only the se-

cond pair of the limbs of the head.

In the principal HAASE agrees with my earlier acceptation, yet as before

mentioned, he has adopted the very essential improvement that the first and the se-

cond pair of maxillae are united to one pair, of which then again results another de-

nomination of my first and my second pair of pedes maxillares as respectively

second pair of maxillae and first pair of maxillary legs or first pair of legs of the

thorax.

While he was composing his work, LATZEL has been in a lively intercourse

with Haase and has accepted the explanations and the denominations of the latter,

or has perhaps rather come to an agreement with him about the common desig-

nations.

ZOGRAF without doubt nearest follows me or Plateau; he uses my denomi-

nations translated into the Russian, but has the order of Plateau for the two pairs

of maxillae.

As we will have seen of the preceding, the views of Savigny thus, although

in a somewhat more accomplished form, have penetrated into the scientific conscious-

ness; and as for this I dare believe that my researches, which well may be said to

have been somewhat more impressive than the greatest part of the studies of that

kind which hitherto have been made, not have been without ther influence. But

long ago already the theory of Savigny about the parts of the mouth of the Insects

did not satisfy me, and after studies of several years I have come to a view which

in much deviates from that of Savigny, but nearest must be said to answer to that

of Newport, although in a considerably altered form, and as I suppose, resting upon

a more solid foundation. I have already several times briefly explained myself in

this direction, such as I have pronounced it in the introduction to my late essay,
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,,Fluernes Munddele" or ,,Trophi Dipterorum", p. 1. And in this essay, which is of

some length. I also have more precisely stated my views with respect to the Insects

in general and the Flies in particular; and finally I can refer to ,,Zoologischer An-

zeiger", 1882, in N:o 124125, in which in the form of a reply I have given a more

detailed representation of my foundamental principles and their leading thoughts. I

must admit that my views by no means have been received in a very aknowledging

manner by the authors who later than I have published works on the parts of the

mouth of the Insects
; yet on the other hand I must call our attention to the fact

that the two authors in question, Mr. Edw. Becher *) and Dr. Kraepelin **), most likely

must have finished their researches before my essay was published, or at least have

advanced so far in them, that an altogether unprejudiced critic of my theories, which

with respect to several points goe directly against the common acceptation, not is

to be expected from them; and that my work was inconvenient at least for Krae-

pelin is admitted by this author himself.

When at present we proceed to the real examination of the head of the Chi -

lopoda we first must ascertain, how much is to be reckoned to this part of the ani-

mal. When only we look on the uppermost side, there can not possibly be any doubt

that without hesitation we shall restrain the head to the very lamina cephalica

(,,Hovedplade"), the cephalic segment of Newport, together with that which joins it,

viz. the antennae, the eyes and the three or, according to Savigny, the four pairs of

parts of the mouth. Yet the matter gets another aspect when we behold the head

from beneath, for here the raptorial legs adjoin so near to the head and are so pro-

minent, nay even very often project beyond the whole head with its parts of the

mouth, and therefore it must be easely understood that this pair of limbs, which so

evidently has withdrawn itself from the walking legs that are situated behind, and

have entered into the service of nutrition, must be reckoned to the parts of the

mouth, and their basal parts or the corresponding metamer to the head. In the pre-

ceding I have already noticed that the supposition of the elder authors, according to

which the orifice was placed just above or behind the raptorial legs, must be suppo-

sed to have contributed to the addition of this pair of limbs to the organs of the

head. Calling the sternal part of the metamer ,,labium" Fabricius has clearly shown

this, wether he calls the limbs ,.maxilla3" or ,.palpi labiales". All the other denomi-

") Zur Kenntnis der Mundtheile der Dipteren, Denkschr. d. kais. Acad. d. AViss. Wien 1882.

") Ueber die Mundwerkzeuge der zaugenden Insecten, Zoolog. Anzeiger. Jahrg. Y. 1882.
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nations of these limbs also both with and without the sternal part as ,,levre auxili-

aire" (Savigny), ,,inferior labium with mandibles" (Newport), ,,levre forcipulaire" (La-

treille and Gervais), ,,Kakfotter" (Palmberg), ,,pedes maxillares" (ego olim) and ,,Kie-

ferfus" (Metschnikoff) evidently show the intention to refer them to the head. The

denomination ,,zweete paar pooten" (de Haan) well could seem to indicate that this

pair of limbs not was to be reckoned to the head, but as also the exponents or limbs

of the second metamer, the maxillas, are named pooten, and as these latter limbs

necessarily must be reckoned to the head, we perceive that the choise of this deno-

mination not is to fix anything about the part of the body to which these limbs are

to be referred. Nor can of the same reason my old denomination ,,andet Par Kjsebe-

f0dder" indicate any diversity from the real limbs of the mouth or the maxillae,

as the first pair of pedes maxillares, or ,,Kjsebef0dder", necessarily must be reckoned

to the limbs of the mouth.

In my earlier works, especially in ,,Myriapoda Musaei Hauniensis. I. Geophili",

I by the name of the second pair of pedes maxillares decisively referred this pair of

limbs to the head, and said about the correspondent ,,scutum dorsale", which is so

very distinct in the Geophili, that it forms the hintermost part of the real head -

,,Lamina basalis danner den bageste Del af det egentlige Hoved, 1. c. p. 10 ; and

though I was obliged to admit that the connexion with the following dorsal scutum,

the first dorsal scutum of the body or ,,Lamina dorsalis prima", is much more inti-

mate than that with the lamina cephalica, which I placed before it, yet I laid stress

on the fact that, at least in the Geophili, the connexion never was real nor did lead

to any union. And certainly it must also be this connexion between the two here

mentioned scuta dorsalia, which has induced Newport either, in the case that the

first pair of walking legs were very small or at least perceivablely smaller than the

following legs (as in the Scolopendrini and Geophilini), to regard this pair of legs as

appertaining to the head, or, in the case that the both were of an equal size (as in

the Lithobius and Scutigera) as appartaining to the body; in this last case the limbs

which corresponded with the shortened limbs were thought to have fallen away. In

my later essays I have nearest reckoned the raptorial legs to the walking legs, but

at the same time laid stress upon the fact that, alike the fourth pair of limbs in the

Orthoptera, they near adjoined the parts of the mouth. Of the following will be seen

that the raptorial legs or the limbs well closely adjoin the head, but that on the

contrary the ventral part of the correspondent metamer withdraws considerably from

the head and from behind sinks deep into the body. I also at a later period will

try to show that this basal part not, as I supposed in Myr. Mus. Hauii. (1871), can
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be considered as the united coxae, but evidently is a very strong and well developed

sternal part.

Having in this way confined the head to the foremost well separeted part

of the body, which is free from above, but from below covered by the sternum of

the fourth metamer and its raptorial legs, we enter upon the second question: of

how many and of which metamers does this head consist? In my lecture at Stock-

holm 1880, I designated the head of the Insects as composed of at least three meta-

mers besides the lamina cephalica with the eyes and the antennas, adding at the

same time that in the Orthoptera, together with the Chilopoda, and in the Hemiptera
the mouth beneath and in front was covered by a fourth metamer and its exponents

or limbs, which I afterwards denominated ,,leur quatrieme paire accessoir d'organes

buccaux". Of this is to be seen that no more I can agree with Savigny, when he

says, 1. c. p. 47: ,,Ainsi nous avons deja ducouvert dans la bouche des Myriapodes

des organes absolument etrangers a celle des Hexapodes, et ces organes, si sembla-

bles a deux levres inferieures, ne sont en realite que deux paires de pattes". For

the first of these pairs of limbs are altogether homologous with the maxillae of the

Insects, and therefore also hereafter I will call them maxillas. Nor is the denomina-

tion maxillary legs or pedes maxillares very proper for the exponents or limbs of the

fourth metamer, and as at all events I must alter the nomenclature (for by no means

they can continue to be called the second pair). I prefer to name them ,,raptorial

legs" (in Danish ,,Gribebeen") *). The real head then must be said to consist

of the three foremost metamers together with their exponents or

limbs, that is to say, the labium, the maxilla? and the mandibles, and
besides of the lamina cephalica, which latter as well as its appen-

dages, the antennae, I by no means can consider to be homonomeous with
the other metamers of the body and of the head and with their ex-

ponents.
It is especially with regard to their history of development that I have come

to separate lamina cephalica from the metamers; but examining the larva of an In-

sect or the perfect Insect we easely will perceive that this lamina cephalica lacks

the three chief-conditions for being considered as a metamer: It is not in a line

with the other metamers, and has never been so; it does not like these form an an-

nular segment, and has never done so; and it lacks exponents issuing from its ven-

*) It also easely, especially in the diagnostic, could cause confusion, when having before spo-
ken of two pairs of pedes maxillares, I afterwards only was to keep the denomination

pedes maxillares for one pair of these limbs.
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tral- (or pleural) part, and has always been lacking them. At the first glance we

see that the lamina cephalica does not lie in a line with the series of metamers, nor

will it want any further explanation that it does not form a closed ring with a ven-

tral and a dorsal part. Well it can not be regarded as altogether necessary that the

alimentary canal shall run through a metamer compare the two foremost metamers

of the Crustacea - -

yet it is quite necessary that the ventral part (the first and most

essential part according to the development) always can be shown. But neither in

the Chilopoda nor in the Insects can any ventral part be pointed out in the lamina

cephalica, when -- which lies nearest at hand - it is considered to be a dorsal

part, nor any dorsal part, when on the contrary it were thought to be a ventral part

(which well might be imaginable, when in consequence of a dislocation). The third chief-

point, that the lamina cephalica lacks exponents, homologous with the limbs of the

head and of the body, or in other words that the antennae (and the eyes) not are

homologous with the parts of the mouth, on the contrary may want a somewhat

more distinct explanation.

Of course I have not a moment overlooked the fact that the antennae, though

in the Insects they never have a similar construction as the limbs of the mouth or

of the body, still necessarily were to be considered as being homologous with them,

if they had a similar position and point of issue; but as it will be seen, the antennas

are dorsal appendages in the Insects and the Myriapods*). In few Insects this fact

is so distinct as in the Orthoptera. Only take a large Locusta and make a perpen-

dicular cut lengthwise through the head, and it will easely be seen that in front of the

basal part of the antennae are found three well separated parts of segments, namely
the scuta dorsalia of the three foremost metamers. If then the antennae here were

to be ventral appendages, their basal part were to be pushed aside and upwards by

the preceding segments (which of course in itself well were imaginable); but in this

manner, when reckoning from behind, we should in the head get four pairs of limbs

first hindermost the orifice or rather the metamers of the four pairs of parts of the

mouth, hereafter, above the orifice, the three short metamers without limbs, and finally

the metamer of the antennae as the eighth and that of the eyes as the ninth meta-

mer. For the three metamers without limbs of course here must be numbered with

in the series of the metamers; they never could, as if they were dorsal parts, be

summed up together with the correspondent ventral parts, but must themselves be

*) On the contrary I do not doubt that in the Crustacea the antennae are homologous with

the limbs, and thereabout also I have different times said my opinion.
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ventral parts, since the basal part of the antennae, which just is to be a ventral part,

stands in a direct connexion with them or continues their series.

It is HUXLEY *) who has set forth the claim that the exponent of a metamer

ought to issue from the ventral or sternal part of that metamer, and therefore I will

more directly enter upon his theories about the composition of the head. The tota-

lity of his theories reads as follows. 1. c. p. 229: ,,In Insecta and Crustacea the head,

in the embryo is easely distinguishable from the rest of the body. In Podophthal-

mous Crustacea it is clearly seen to be composed of six somites, each possessing a

pair of appendages. In Insecta, on the other hand, only four pairs of appendages

appear in the head, the eyes being sessile, and one pair of antennary organs remai-

ning undeveloped . . . But I would go a step further, and add to this the hypothe-

sis, that in the Articulata the head is normally composed of six somites, which are

all fully developed only in Podophthalmia, Stomapoda, and some Branchiopoda ;
while

in other Crustacea, some one or more of the pre-oral somites is more or less abor-

tive, and in Arachnida and Insecta, the appendages of the first somite are sessile,

and those of the second or third undeveloped. Admitting this hypothesis, I find fur-

ther, that of the six cephalic somites, the sterna of three (the mandibular and two

maxillary) are always situated behind the mouth and on the ventral surface of the

body. The position of the three others varies; but the most anterior or ophthalmic

is always bent upwards in consequence of the cephalic flexure, and not unfrequently,

as in Insects, constitutes the greater part, or the whole of the dorsal region of the

head. The next two, or antennulary and antennary sterna, may present every varia-

tion from approximative parallelism with the axis, in Squilla, to extreme reflexion,

us in Insecta and many Crustacea". In the here quoted passage it will be seen that

to make the antennae of the Insects to ventral appendages, Huxley does not fear to

consider this somite as being bent upwards and behind. Yet the most precarious

part of this explanation of the antennas as true exponents or limbs, seems to me to

be, that in this manner no one of the somites of the head becomes a real somite or

metamer, or at least homologous with the other metamers of the body, as none of

them comes to form any ring; and likewise the difference between the construction

of the above mentioned metamers and of those of the end of the body becomes ex-

tremely great, although the embryonal development seems to present a great simila-

rity between the development of the two ends of the body. Besides the develop-

ment of the fore-end of the upper-side of the head (epistoma, clypeus, labrum) takes

') On the agamic Reproduction and Morphology of Aphis, Transactions of the Linnean Society
XXII. 1&59.
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place from behind (from the supposed two last metamers) forwards, and often with

a very considerable prolongation of the foremost metamer, as in Diptera and in He-

miptera and partly in Hymenoptera (Bembex); and at last two or three of the meta-

mers of the head, and that precisely those which in consequence to their posi-

tion were the most fit to carry sensual or raptorial organs, always lack exponents

or limbs.

As for the Chilopoda it apparently seemed more likely than for the most

of the Insects to consider the antennas to be exponents, their points of issue in

these animals being just in the end or the front of the head, in the passing point

from the upper-side to the under-side of the head; yet in reality nearly the same

difficulties are found here as in the head of the real Insects.

The head of the Chilopoda then upon the whole coincides with the head of

an Insect, and alike this it consists of the lamina cephalica and a number of meta-

mers together with their limbs, yet we have there the not slight difference, that

whilst in the head of an Insect the lamina cephalica has coalesced with the meta-

mers, in the Chilopod it has kept a certain independency, or stands in a looser con-

nexion with the metamers; and it is natural that this looser connexion influences on

the metamers and their exponents and especially on the third metamer with the

mandibles, which also in these animals attain a composition and a muscular system,

to which the like not is found in the Insects.

The head then from above fully is covered by the lamina cephalica,

which in Scolopendra and in most of the other Chilopoda consists in a broad, often

almost quadrated plate, which before is drawn out into an obtuse angle and slightly

rounded behind. In Scolopendra this plate is whole and undivided; at the most in

some species, as Sc. gigas and Sc. alternans, are found two oblique notches issuing

from about the eyes and approaching each other near the hindmost edge of the la-

mina cephalica: yet they but produce three sligthly separated spaces. (In several

Geophili and Lithobii the lamina cephalica is divided athwart, a smaller foremost

part, the lamina frontalis, by a narrow membranous seam being separated from

a larger hindmost part, the true lamina cephalica or crown-plate
--

,,lsseplade"). In

front the lamina cephalica is membranous or slightly chitinous, and here the anten-

nae are inserted; for the rest its foremost edge together with its sides and with its

hindmost edge is bent in an acute angle, and the hindmost edge forms a short plate-

shaped prolongation that covers the deep furrow, which in the Scolopendra separates

the lamina cephalica from the dorsal part of the fifth metamer, ,,lamina dorsalis pri-

ma"; yet it is a subordinate point, wether the very hindmost edge reaches the fifth

metamer, or wether it covers its foremost edge or itself is covered thereby; and as
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for this the different genera diverge. In the Geophili, where the scutum dorsale of

the fourth metamer, ,,lamina basalis", always is free, and in the Lithobii there of

course never can be supposed, that lamina cephalica might reach the fifth metamer,

cfr. Myriap. Mus. Haun. p. 9. s.

Following the example of Newport, LATZEL lets the lamina cephalica of the

Chilopoda contain four segments, of which the first forms the ,,Stirnschild" (segment!

frontalis pars dorsalis), which in front is bent and turned backwards. In the general

part of the explanation of the tables, p. 219, he calls the true lamina cephalica

,,Kopfschild" (lamina cephalica) and the lamina frontalis ,,Stirnschild oder Stirntheil

des Kopfschildes" (lamina frontalis). With regard to the Lithobii ZOGRAF has accep-

ted my denominations for the parts of the lamina cephalica, namely ,,temennaja pla-

stinka", crown-plate, and ,,lobnaja plastinka", front-plate, but besides he has separa-

ted a pair of plates for the eyes, ,,glaznija plastinki", the eye-plates, and ,,antenalija

utolschenija chitina", the chitinous supporting plates (?) of the antennae.

To be able to study the head and the parts of which it is composed, we

now must consider it from the underside, but naturally first we must take away

every thing which covers the head, without belonging to it, or whatsoever of articula-

ted limbs and parts of metamers there might be a hindrance for us. Here I refer

to plate I. fig. 11 12, and beginning from before we first must speak about the plate,

which is marked cl. This plate, the clypeus, is in front drawn into an obtuse-angle,

of a rather triangular shape, with a broad and deep furrow running along the two

sides; in front it is separated from the foremost edge of the lamina cephalica by the

before mentioned membranous part of the latter, which still leaves a narrow, very

strong, chitinous connexion or bridge between the antennas, though there be no trace

of a seam neither before, between the bridge and the lamina cephalica, nor behind,

between the bridge and the clypeus. The newly mentioned furrows along the sides

of the clypeus form in front behind the bridge an obtuse-angle and project in form

of a keel on the in-most side or face of the scutum, Tav. I. fig. 12, and serve here

as attachement of the muscular system of the labrum. Besides also is found a sharp

keel running out side on each of the two halves of the clypeus from the back-corners

of the incision towards the sides along the foremost edge.

I do not doubt that the clypeus must be considered to be a peculiar part of

a metamer, namely, in conformity with the clypeus of the rest of the Insects, a

dorsal part of the second metamer. If it, as Latzel pretends, were to be referred to

the lamina cephalica, also the following part of the head, the labrum, were to be di-

rectly contiguous to the lamina cephalica, and besides we were to lack this part of

a metamer, which else always is so well developed. But, on the other hand, we
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must not forget, that there is no thorough separation between the lamina cephalica

and the clypeus, as the chitinous bridge is far from presenting any membranous seam,

but on the contrary by a considerable thickening or knot in its hindmost end still is

more closely connected with the clypeus; yet this thickening perhaps also might in-

dicate a later coalescence or welding caused by physiologic reasons. It must like-

wise be remembered that the antennae, which at all events belong to the lamina ce-

phalica or the lamina frontalis as being its appendages, in the case that the clypeus

not were to be reckoned to the lamina frontalis, would come to stand in a rather

loose connexion with their basal part, as the insertions-pit or the ring not is closed

in front; yet also of this we find smaller or larger vestiges, as faint or very faint

chitinous plates often have been observed in the membrane between the antennas and

the clypeus. A third manner to handle this matter finally it would be to consider

the foremost plate on the underside of the head as being coaleced of the lamina fron-

talis and the clypeus; yet this expedient I would regard as very unlucky. The ques-

tion cannot be decided by the help of the muscular system of the antennas; for, as

it shall be shown in the following, the different muscles of these organs are attached

in many different places which far from all can be reckoned to the lamina frontalis

or to the lamina cephalica. We think the history of development of these animals

best will be able to furnish the final answer to this question, but then this history

must handle the composition of the head in a much more sincere manner, than until

this moment it has done or perhaps been able to do.

The clypeus in the Chilopoda upon the whole is mentioned by a few authors,

and when mentioned it is not always evident, if it is taken by itself or together

with the following little part of the head, the real labrum. Under the denomination

,,chaperon" SAVIGNY without doubt included both these parts, and likewise GERVAIS

and SAUSSURE together with HUMBERT. KUTORGA reckons to the labrum the down-

wards slanting faces of the clypeus, comp. his tab. I. fig. 12. WOOD regards the cly-

peus, his fig. 3., as being ,,the anchylosed primitive sterna and episterna of the first

cephalic subsegment, of which the antennas are the appendages", 1. c. p. 142
;
but in

the preceding we have already said our opinion about the precariousness of this ex-

planation, if we are willing
-- and that I think we necessarily must be -- to consi-

der the following part, the labrum, to be a part of a metamer. As before mentioned,

Wood, by mistaken the exterior side-keels for seams, has contrived to single out a

pair of plates, ,,the oblique transverse plates", fig. 3. b., which, to say the truth, not

are found in reality, but after all were quite necessary for him with regard to

his explanation of these parts as limbs. In Myriap. Mus. Haun. Geoph. I have
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tenuae. In the Chilopoda these antennae are distinguished by a disproportionate lar-

geness, but they are also moved by means of many and partly vigorous muscles.

When cautiously we lift the lamina cephalica from the head, towards the foremost

end of this, just before the ganglion supraoesophageale, we find a short and broad

plate, including several muscles, which behind have been attached to the inner face

of the lamina cephalica, but which in front partly meet and are united into a tendon,

that arises from the midst of the uppermost back-edge of the first joint of the an-

tennae. By means of more exact examination and particularly when the complex of

muscles has been brought beneath the microscope, we will see that they consist of

four different pairs of muscles, of which the innermost, the ,,re flex ores antenna-

rum obliqui", tab. I. fig. 13. and 14. 7., distinguish themselves by an oblique course

towards the midline of the head, where the muscles meet. The three other muscles,

the ,,reflexores antennarum interiores", tab. I. fig. 13. and 14. s., the ,,re-

flexores antennarum medii", tab. I. fig. 13. and 14. 9., and the ,,reflexores

antennarum exteriores", tab. I. fig. 13. and 14. 10., in the form of a fann spread

from the short, uppermost tendon of the antennae. Beneath these muscles and run-

ning in the same direction, yet arising from the edge itself of the first joint of the

antennae, we find the ,,reflexores antennarum lati", tab. I. fig. 13. and 14. 11.;

with their hindmost end they project a little behind the lately mentioned muscles

and are here fixed to the lamina cephalica. Finally arise from the same side of the

hindmost edge of the first joint of the antennae, but more above and nearer to the

midline of the head, the very long and thin ,,reflexores antennarum longi",

tab. I. fig. 13. and 14. 12., which arise with few fibres from the hindmost edge of

the joint, and run rather straightly backwards to be inserted into the lamina cepha-

lica behind the ganglion supraoesophageale. By means of the here mentioned mus-

cles the antennae from without are conducted inwards and upwards, in such a man-

ner that together they can be stretched straight along. Their antagonists, which of

course disjoin the antennae from each other, are fixed on the exterior and the infe-

rior sides of the back-edge of the first joint of the antennae. The most important of

these muscles are the before mentioned ,,adductores antennarum perlongi",

tab. I. fig. 13. 13., which arise from the nethermost corner of the back-edge and in

an oblique direction run back beneath the ganglion supraoesophageale, and on the

other side of this beneath the ,,levatores pharyngis", fig. 13. d. 11., behind which they

reappear and after a course of some length are inserted into two very long and nar-

row impressions, fig. 13. is*; these impressions meet in the midline of the head and

are on the sides enclosed by the impressions of the ,,retractores capitis majores".
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ZOGRAF delineates these muscles and designates them, fig. 17., with the let-

ters m. an
;
in his explanation he simply calls them ,,antenalnija mischtsi", i. e. the

muscles of the antennas, yet in the text, 1. c. p. 8., musculi antennarum and in the

Russian language ,,dwigateli usikami", i. e. the muscles of the movement of the an-

tennae. Zograf does not mention or at least not delineate other muscles of the

antennae.

A little below the ,,adductores antennarum perlongi" are attached two other

pairs of muscles. It is true, their length cannot be compared with that of the above

mentioned muscles, even the innermost and longest of them being by far half so long,

yet in comparison to most of the other muscles of the antennae the are rather long

and thick. The outermost of them, the ,,adductores antennarum parvi", tab. I.

fig. 12. and 13. u., reach the tip of the laminae palatinae, while the innermost, the

,,adductores antennarum absconditi", tab. I. fig. 12. and 13. is., are attached

on the side of the laminae pharyngeales. At last we find a tenth, little muscle, the

,,adductores antennarum inferiores", tab. I. fig. 12. ie., arising from the hind-

most edge of the first joint of the antennae and inserted into the innermost face of

the clypeus.

Having in this manner considered the sceleton of the head and the lamina

cephalica together with its appendages, the antennas, and their muscular system, at

present we come to the real parts or limbs of the mouth. It can hardly be neces-

sary for me here to put in mind the fact that thoroughly I consider the limbs of the

mouth as homologous with those of the body, but that also I lay a much severer

claim to homology or conformity, than Savigny and his school have done, and that

in particular first I seek that metamer from which the respective pair of parts of the

mouth has arisen, and that upon the whole, I consider the metamers as the primi-

tive object and the limbs as the secondary. Therefore we will first look for the me-

tamer or the parts of this, if it be possible to find and to show them. But to be-

come apt to find these parts in their natural series, we will go that way, which is

nearest at hand when we shall examine compounds, and by little and little we take

away all the envelopes which surround each other, and from without we let our re-

searches go inwards. Hereafter we will take each metamer together with its expo-

nents or limbs and also examine the muscular system, but following here the oppo-

site order.

Table I. fig. 1. represents the whole head seen from below, when the cove-

ring raptorial legs and their parts of a metamer have been taken away. Farthest

backward then is seen the ventral part of the last or -- as later it will show itself

to be of the third metamer, which forms a rather narrow, somewhat sinuous but
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the parts of the mouth, and first then we will consider the muscular system of the

head or those muscles which move the very head, and thereafter the muscles of the

antennae and of the parts of the mouth; yet before each pair of the parts of the

mouth we will examine their basal part, that is to say the ventral part of the corre-

sponding metamer. Finally we will regard the muscular system of the pharynx and

of the lingua.

Tab. I. fig. 13. gives a collective representation of a larger part of the mus-

cles in the head, thus as it presents itself, when the lamina cephalica is taken off,

which most frequently easely is done with specimens kept in spirit, when with a

small scalpel we first cut trough the chitin-bridge between the antennae and there-

after cause the scalpel to follow the membrane of the side-edges of the head. For

the rest this picture most frequently, though in a somewhat varying degree, is faintly

translucent through the lamina cephalica, nay sometimes even the greatest part of

it is to be seen. The single figures of the picture are mostly or very often exclusi-

vely formed by the impressions of the single muscles, and by this it becomes evident,

which importance the lamina cephalica has as place of attachment for the muscular

system, but also how impossible it is by the help of the muscular system to divide

the lamina cephalica into the four subsegments of Newport, and to refer these sub-

segments as dorsal parts to the corresponding ventral parts; here we find mixed to-

gether the impressions produced by the muscles of the antennas, of the parts of the

mouth, the parts of the metamers, the pharynx, the laminae pharyngeales and laminae

palatinae.

The first muscles, which we are to mention and which also are among the

most considerable in the whole head, are the ,,retractores capitis majores", tab.

I. fig. 13.
1., which are inserted somewhat behind the midst of the lamina cephalica

on each side of the midline with a somewhat rhomboidal impression, and these two

impressions enclose the impressions of the ,,adductores antennarum perlongi", tab. I.

fig. 13. is*. The second point of insertion for the ,,retractores capitis majores" is far

behind on the scutum dorsale of the fifth metamer, tab. III. fig. 10. A great part

of the fibres of these muscles run through them in a streched line, which in particular

is the case with the nethermost parts, while a deal of the fibres of the uppermost

parts are somewhat downbent and are thinned to become fit to pass beneath the

dorsal part of the fourth metamer, for thereafter again to be bent upwards and to

thicken on the other side
;
a real attachment to the fourth metamer yet hardly takes

place, tab. I. fig. 15. i. Close to these muscles are the ,,retractores capitis mi-

nores", tab. I. fig. 13. 2., which are fixed to the lamina cephalica with a pair of im-

pressions, that in an oblique line lie behind the impressions of the "retractores majores";
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these muscles also bend backwards, along the sides of the preceding, but only reach

the foremost edge of the fifth metamer, and here they are attached, tab. I. fig. 15. 2.

Doubtless these muscles are correspondent with those which ZOGRAP has figu-

red and which he designates, 1. c. p. 8. fig. 17., with m. lv.; in the text he mentions

them as ,,musculi levatores capitis", and in the explanation, which as usually stands

beneath the figure, they are denominated ,,podnimateli golobi", i. e. the elevators of

the head. They are represented as reaching from the lamina cephalica untill the

scutum dorsale of the fifth metamer, but they are pushed much more to the side

than in the Scolopendra; but the same thing is also the case with the corresponding

muscles of the following metamers.

Besides the two here mentioned considerable muscles of the lamina cepha-

lica, which are charged with the actual retraction, are found several other muscles,

partly shorter and broader, partly longer and thinner, which give the retraction of

the head a more distinct sidelong direction. Here first must be named the very

broad, but rather short and very flat ,,flexores capitis interiores", tab. I. fig.

13. 3., and ,,flexores capitis exteriores", tab. I. fig. 13. 4. They arise both from

the fore-edge of the dorsal part of the fourth metamer and are inserted into the un-

termost side of the lamina cephalica just inside and behind the impressions of a pair

of the retractores of the labium, a. i. and 2., and of one of the levators of the third

metamer, c. z., and they join themselves so closely to these muscles, that they con-

tinue being affixed to them, even when they are torn away from the lamina cepha-

lica. But the third pair of muscles, that serve to turn the head in different direc-

tions, the ,,flexores capitis perlongi", tab. I. fig. 13. 5. and tab. III. fig. 1. s., arise

from the innermost edge of the foremost corners of the ,,levatores metameri tertii

maximi", tab. I. fig. 13. c. i., and immediately sink down obliquely towards the ven-

tral part of this metamer, but thence again they ascend and are inserted into the

dorsal part of the fourth metamer tolerably near to the impressions of the ,,flexores

capitis exteriores", tab. I. fig. 13. b*. For the most part these muscles are difficult

to observe, as in the first deal of their course they run through the before mentio-

ned muscles, on the bottom of a deep canal, comp. tab. III. fig. 1. c. i. Finally there

are the ,,flexores capitis pertenues", tab. I. fig. 13. e., which arise from the

lamina cephalica near the innermost corner of the impressions of the ^adductores

mandibularum maximi", fig. 13. c. 20., and are inserted far behind on the scutum dor-

sale of the fifth metamer behind the impressions of the retractors of the third meta-

mer, tab. I. fig. 13. b*.

Having thus mentioned the muscles, which cause the movement of the la-

mina cephalica itself, we at present come to those that move its appendages, the an-
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and designates them by dd., 1. c. p. 219. In his drawing of the foremost part of the

head of Lithobius validus, tab. I. fig. 14., he figures both these plates jointly, but de-

signates them both, p. 221, as ,,Aeste des Chitingeriistes" ;
the two ends or branches

which are designated with and ft, taken together, constitute our laminae palatinae.

ZOGRAF, in his fig. 2., designates the laminae pharyngeales with h.: ,,okolopischewod-

naja plastinka", the bent(?) plate, and together with the laminae palatinse as ,,okolo-

rotowoe koltso", the ring of the frame of the orifice (?).

When herafter we return to the surface of the underside of the head, we

find in front along the outer-edge in the membrane below the eyes two parallel chi-

tinous plates, scutella intercalaria capitis, tab. I. fig. 15 and 11 12 c. sc. i.,

of which the uppermost most frequently is divided, while the undermost is entire

and somewhat broader than the uppermost, and pointed in front; yet also the under-

most scutellum intercalare I have found divided, thus in Scolopendra morsitans, where

its point was found separated from the chief-part and divided into two or more pieces.

I do not accept the scutella intercalaria as typic parts of any metamer, but believe

them simply to be chitinizings of parts of the membrane between these metamers,

which although their uncertain form and still more their uncertain number seem

to testify.

WOOD regards the largest and undermost scutellum intercalare as being ,,the

primitive sternum of the second cephalic subsegment", 1. c. p. 142; at fig. 3. he desig-

nates them with h. and also draws as a continuation thereoff three much smaller

plates which well he designates with r., but for the rest not does mention, likewise

as they certainly would be difficult for him to systematize them. Of course these

three small plates only are the curtailed, tripartited point of the self-same scutellum

intercalare.

Next we find a small, lengthened, trapezoid plate, the laminae obliquae,

tab. I. fig. 15 and 11 12 and tab. II. fig. 11. 1. o., adjoining the hindmost end of

the largest scutellum intercalare and hereafter receiding and bent concavously; this

plate at a long interval also borders the side-edges of the clypeus. I regard the la-

minae obliquae as belonging to the second metamer and as being its pleural part

which we, if we please, may call the epimers of the second metamer, as in front

they directly adjoin the scutum dorsale of the mentioned metamer, that is to say the

clypeus.

WOOD, 1. c. p. 143, regards the laminae obliquas, which he designates with d.,

as coxa of the atrophied and misplaced appendages of the second cephalic subsegment.

We have already before explained ourselves about the value of this explanation.
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Going further backwards we thereafter come to the largest plates of the un-

dermost side, the epimera metameri tertii, tab. I. fig. 15 and 11 12 and tab. II.

fig. 11. 1'. ep. m. Their exterior edge forms a flattish although regular arch and is in

this place by a but indistinct hide-seam just in the exterior verge of the head sepa-

rated from the lamina cephalica.

WOOD, who in his fig. 3. designates the epimer with the letter a., says about

it, 1. c. p. 143: ,,this I take to be the primitive sternum and episternum of the third

cephalic subsegment atrophied and fused together". But I regard it as a not small

objection to Wood's whole explanation, that it supposes that a sternal and an epi-

sternal plate of a segment or subsegment possibly could be ,,conjoined" with the coxa

of another segment. Quite correctly Wood attaches the mandibles to these plates,

yet the expression ,,articulated" about this attachement at all events not is lucky,

and upon the whole nothing is mentioned more exactly about the spot, where this

attachment takes place. When in the following we come to handle the mandibles

and their origin, we shall see how it stands with this attachment.

Behind the pointed hindmost end of the epimers we find a small yet some-

what varying number of small and very small chitinous plates or groats, which impos-

sibly we can refer to the commonly accepted parts or plates of a metamer. These

little plates also show, as evidently as we can wish, the precariousness or even impos-

sibility of all exaggerated homologizing ;
therefore I only consider them together with

the before mentioned scutella intercalaria capitis to be chitinizings in the mem-

brane, varying according to the individual and the species.

In his fig. 3. WOOD on each side on the hindmost edge of the lamina cepha-

lica figures a series of three small chitinous plates, corresponding with our lastly

mentioned small plates or groats, and designates them with the letter R.; but we do

not find them explained or mentioned in the text.

Behind these small plates ends the adjoining of the lamina cephalica to the

lateral and ventral parts of the foremost metamers, and the hindmost edge of the

lamina cephalica is a free, flat hide-fold, whose two leaves almost touch each other;

the edge of the undermost leaf joins the dorsal part of the fourth metamer. Yet the

lastly mentioned dorsal part in all Scolopendrini and Lithobii is more or less rudi-

mental, and thus it occurs, as before mentioned, that in these two groups the lamina

cephalica and the dorsal part of the fifth metamer touch each other over that dorsal

part which is situated in the hollow between them.

Having thus regarded the fast parts of the head, we will proceed to the exa-

mination of the articulated parts and the muscular system as well of the head as of
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figured this plate in Mecistocephalus, tab. IV. fig. 19. d., and named it clypeus.

LATZEL considers the clypeus to be the foremost down bent part of lamina frontalis,

comp. the preceding.

A smaller plate labium or upper-lip is found articulated into a winding of

the free, but down bent and behind turned edge of the clypeus, tab. I. fig. 11 12. Ib. and

fig. 67. The labrum always is distinctly articulated, and by the help of large muscles

is moved against the clypeus, thus as it shall be shown in the following; its shape

is more or less transversal, with a faintly bent back-edge, with almost straight but

slightly diverging sides, and with a double-arched fore-edge, in the hollowed midst of

which a strongly chitinous tooth juts forward. The labrum consists of two plates,

of which the exterior one, the continuation of the clypeus, is uniform and very chiti-

nous, while the innermost for the greatest part is much less chitinous, and only in

the midst of the back-edge, where it passes into the upper-side of the cavity of the

mouth, is strengthened by a very narrow chitinous frame. The exterior plate of the

labrum is divided into three pieces, of which the midmost formes a narrow, lanceo-

lated, very chitinous mid-tooth, whilst the two external larger pieces are very chiti-

nous in their innermost rounded corners
;
these side-pieces are strongly curved in their

foremost edge, yet the curve rather altogether filled with a membranous fold, furni-

shed with a close lining of bristles, which bristles in front form a fringe along the

foremost edge of the labrum. The fringe is interrupted in the midst, but for the rest

its bristles towards the midline become longer and thicker. The exterior plate or face

of the labrum and its internal plate meet in the foremost edge under a very acute

angle, and here they are so strongly coalesced, that it is very difficult or rather im-

possible to sever them from each other.

The labrum of the Chilopoda first is mentioned by SAVIGNY in connexion with

the clypeus by the name of ,,chaperon", and after him it is, as before remarked, men-

tioned by a few authors also together with the clypeus; yet it is named separately

by the greatest number, and always it is called labrum, or has got the name which

in the difterent modern languages corresponds with the word, which in them is used

for the labrum in the Insects, comp. the table. Now I think it to be quite inques-

tionable that in the Chilopoda as well as in the Insects in general the labrum consti-

tutes the foremost part of the head and thus of the whole animal, and accordingly

I consider it to be a part, and of course the dorsal part of the first metamer.

It is notorious that Savigny, though reckoning the labrum to the parts of the

mouth, did not consider it as homologous with these parts; but BRULLE (1844) did so

without reservation, considering the labrum to be produced by the union of a pair of

limbs. NEWPORT (1845) only hinted at such a coalescence, but Rymer Jones and

5
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Wood forwarded, if it is possible, the intimation of Newport still more than Brulle.

Yet in the preceding we have already pronounced that we can not accept this expla-

nation. For the rest here we only shall put in mind that WOOD has got five plates

out of the labrum, of which the two are the fore-edge of the fringed membranous

fold projecting from the curves of the labrum.

When thereafter we go backwards, we come to the orifice which leads into

the cavity of the mouth, the most essential plates of which we will handle at the

same time. Before in the cavity and making a part of its upper-side is found on

each side a lengthened, irregular, very chitinous plate, laminae palatines, tab. I.

fig. 11 12. 1. p. and fig. 89. With their foremost rounded parts these plates almost

fill up the sinus on each side of the hindmost edge of the internal plate of the la-

brum, and with their hindmost corners they enter into a close union with the exterior

side of the laminse pharyngeales, while with an external corner they articulate with

an angular prominence of the laminae obliquse, 1. o. I think that we are able to refer

these plates to the first metamer as being its epimers, and here only I will remark

that in Lithobius the union of the lamina? palatinae with the labrum is much more

evident and their place in the cavity of the mouth much more superficial.

These laminae palatinse are those which formerly I designated by the deno-

mination, ,,laminae fulcientes labri", yet at present I do not mean that they have this

destination, and therefore I have chosen a new name to them. As before mentioned,

TEEVIEANUS did refer the laminae palatinae to the labrum. ZOGRAF, upon his fig. 2.

with k. designates these plates, which in his explanation he calls ,,wnutrennija golow-

nija plastinki", the interior plates of the head.

As lately mentioned, are found in the cavity of the mouth another pair 'of

plates united with the laminae palatinae, namely the laminse pharyngeales, tab. I. fig.

11 12. 1. ph. and fig. 10. Their shape still is more irregular than that of the laminae

palatinas and much more sinuous and tortuous than that of yonder, and besides they

well nearest must be said to be placed vertically, and therefore, seen from above,

they are difficult to delineate; behind they run out into a point and are here united

by a tendinous ligament, ligamentum transversum laminarum pharynge-

alium, tab. I. fig. 11. ph. 1. tr., which in the midst sends forth a pointed prolonga-

tion and which serves as the attachement specially for the transversal muscles of the

mandibles. The consistency of the laminae pharyngeales is much less than that of

the laminae palatinse, but their importance as place of attachment for the muscles

is much greater than that of the laminae palatinae.

LATZEL collects the lamina? palatinse and the laminae pharyngeales under the

denomination ,,die chitinosen Stutzen der Oberlippe und Oberkiefer (laminae fulcientes)"
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slightly chitinized band, wherein however are found several chitinous plates, which we

afterwards shall mention, but as yet we see neither limb nor exponent. That now

this band not is a simple membrane but a part of a metamer, or more exactly the

ventral part of a metamer, not only is made evident by the above mentioned chiti-

nous plates, but also by the very considerable muscular system, which essentially

arising from these plates unite this part of the head with the lamina cephalica, the-

laminae pharyngeales, with the fourth and the fifth metamer. What previously we lack

is one or more exponents, but when we follow the ventral part outwards along the

sides, we find that these sides with their attachment to the sceleton of the head,,

especially to the plates, which we have called the ,,epimera metameri tertii", c.' ep.

m., bend upwards and backwards and form a retrograde sinus or pit, tab. II. fig. 11.

and 13.; but from the bottom of this pit and furthermore joined to the epimer by a

narrow ligament, the ,,ligamentum mandibularum", m'. 1., arise the mandibles,

m'. d., which by all the world are acknowledged to be limbs of the mouth.

In front of the above mentioned band, or the ventral part of the third me-

tamer, hereafter we see two broad, plate-shaped pieces, which in the midst are uni-

ted by a narrow bridge. These united plates are the ventral part of the before lying,.

viz. the second metamer, and its exponents or limbs instantly strike the eyes, as

from its foremost corners isolated arise outwards a pair of jointed and articulated ap-

pendages. Together they form the second pair of the limbs of the mouth, and the-

refore also I have called them maxillae. It has often, and formerly also by me, been

maintained that the plates, which at present are said to be tho ventral parts, were

the coalesced coxae of the limbs of the mouth, but against this I must set forth, first

that they are closely coalesced whitout the least trace of any seam, secondly, that

if they were coxae, these coxae were obliged to hang in the air, for being coxae or

the first joint of an appendage they necessarily should have a basal part to arise

from; at last these plates with their several muscles are united with the selfsame

plates, the lamina cephalica and the laminae pharyngeales, with which is united the

ventral part of the third metamer. Against the here mentioned objections it doubt-

less would help very much, if - which of course often has been done, especially by
Wood - - we would consider the above mentioned plates to be the coalesced ster-

num, or ventral part, and coxae; yet this explanation does not please me, of which

more in the following. At last I also here will put to our mind that formerly often,

comp. our table of the different denominations of the parts of the mouth, it has been

tried to refer these parts of the mouth to the before lying pair of parts of the mouth,

by the name of palpi or palpi labiales.
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On table I. fig. 2. the ventral part of the second metamer together with its

limbs also is taken away, and now the before lying ventral part or that of the first

metamer appears; and as well as that of the second metamer so also this ventral part

consists of a sternal part, made of two broad plates, united by a narrow bridge, and of

limbs, which isolated arise from the foremost corners of the plates. The greatest part

of what has been said with regard to the explanation of the second pair of the parts

of the mouth also holds true here, only I instantly must lay stress upon the fact,

that the plates of the sternum here not are coalesced, but the midseam more or less

distinct. Next it must not be overlooked that a pair of processes arise from the

midst of the sternum of this metamer. With this pair of parts of the mouth termi-

nates the body from before on the undermost side, and therefore alike with those of

the rest of the Insects we also have called these limbs ,,labium". Table I. fig. 3.

shows that no limbs of the mouth are found before the labium, or that, if apparently

a pair be found, it only is the foremost end of yonder that projects so far, while

their hindmost end or origin lies far backwards, not only with regard to the first, but

also to the second pair of the limbs of the mouth; in the here mentioned figure the

three metamers are taken away, and only the limbs of the third metamer, the man-

dibles, are left in situ. Table I. fig. 4. represents the head seen from beneath, after

all the metamers with their parts of the mouth are taken away, and only the ven-

tral part of the third metamer, but without the mandibles, left; in front the tongue

or lingua, 1. g., is seen isolated, lying between the labrum and the pharynx. At last,

in table I. fig. 5., is represented the head seen from beneath with the parts of the

mouth in situ, but of these however the greatest part of the labium and the right

half-part of the maxillae are taken away, especially to show the situation of the third

pair of parts of the mouth right opposite to the two other pairs of parts of the mouth.

Having thus shown the series of the metamers with their limbs or expo-

nents we have already mentioned their dorsal parts in the preceding, when spea-

king about the sceleton of the head - - we at present will proceed to a more exact

examination of their structure and coherence with the limbs together with their mus-

cular system, and we will make the beginning with that metamer which in fact has

shown itself to be the foremost or first.

As in the real Insects the first metamer of the Chilopods is divided into a

dorsal part and a ventral part. The dorsal part already in the preceding is mentio-

ned and described by the name of labrum, tab. I. fig. 6. and 7., and referring thereto

we only will add somewhat about its muscular system. The interior of the labrum

is for the greatest part occupied by the short but very thick ,,protractores labri",

tab. I. fig. 7. d. 1. These muscles are attached on the two hindmost sides of the cly-
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peus, and thence they proceed to the inmost face of the interior plate of the labrum.

Though these muscles arise from the out-side or exterior plate of a dorsal part of a

metamer and thus, according to the common conditions, should lift up this last plate

or draw it backwards, the metamers here are in such a manner dislocated, that by

their contraction they in reality draw the interior plate of the first metamer onward,

and because of this the muscles must have the name of protractors. For the rest

the effect of the protraction of the interior plate becomes a protraction and dilatation

of the cavity of the mouth, tab. I. fig. 12.

ZOGEAF in Lithobius, 1. c. p. 9. fig. 19., delineates among others a pair of

small muscles which he designates with the letters m. It. lb., and in the text he

names them ,,musculi depressores laterales"; in the explanation of the figure they

are called ,,bokowie opuskateli werchnej gubi", i. e. the lateral sinkers of the labrum..

I would rather believe that these very short and thin muscles but are a few single

fibres of a much larger muscle, which corresponds with my ,,depressores labri", and

also I am inclined to refer to the self-same muscle the muscles which Zograf has

delineated and designated with the letters m. dl. be. At any rate I doubt wether

the insertion of the first mentioned muscles be correctly understood or at least deli-

neated; for according to the drawing they should go from the foremost edge of the

clypeus to the hindmost edge of the labrum, which attachment but would permit

very little mobility. Also I doubt somewhat in the two odd muscles which Zograf

has drawn, of which I have found nothing correspondent in the Scolopendra, and at

all events I cannot agree with Zograf in the explanation of the largest one of them,

m. md. be., the drawer in of the triangular elevation of the basal plate, ,,wjagiwatel

treugolnago wozwischenija osnownoj plastinki"; for the clypeus and its triangular mid-

field or elevation belong to the solid parts of the sceleton of the head, which not

well may be thought destinated to any independent movement.

The ventral part of the first metamer and its exponents or first pair of limbs

of the mouth, i. e. the ,,labium", then is the undermost part of the first metamer

which corresponds with the labrum, and like as the labrum is the first part of the

head, which we meet with, when from the orifice we follow the dorsal side of the

animal, thus the here mentioned ventral part is the first part of the head we meet

with, when we follow the underside of the animal. The sternum of the metamer is

formed of a pair of large, triangular chitinous plates curved or sinuous at the

sides, which are united by a narrow chitinous bridge, formed of the extracted

innermost back-corners; yet the corners are slightly rounded and separated by an in-

distinct hide-seam, by which the two halves of the sternum become fit to be some-

what bent towards each other. The edges of the sternum project considerably espe-
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on the sides the hindmost parts of the mandibles, comp. tab. I. fig. 2 and 3. From

the sides of the fore-edge of the sternum arise a pair of short, broad, flat, biarticu-

lated limbs which are rounded in front; all the limbs form together a bowl or a mask

which in front covers the mouth and surrounds the lingua. From the midst of the

fore-edge of the sternum arise a pair of simple, unarticulated, but rather large, coni-

cal processes, ,,processus labii", tab. II. fig. 1 3. 1'. pr.

The structure of the limbs does not interest us very much, but we must

say some words about the sternum and the processes. In the Scolopendra each of

the two halves of the sternum apparently forms for itself an even, plain, uncompoun-

ded plate ;
in the Lithobius, on the contrary, each of the halves again can be divided

into two parts, though the division between them most frequently may be but indi-

stinct, tab. II. fig. 12.; besides the two halves also are divided more distinctly than

in the Scolopendra, and a little, triangular, slightly chitinous plate or scutum, some-

what indistinct as to its outlines and largeness, also is found in the midline of the

ventral part, thus that the point of it projects into the curve, which the two adjoi-

ning halves form behind. Now it lies near enough at hand and also may be most

probable to explain the innermost part, tab. II. fig. 12. 1.' st., of each of the halves

as the sternal plates, and the outermost part, -fig. 12. 1.' ep. st., as the episternal pla-

tes; when thereafter we explain laminae palatinse as the epimera and labrum as the

;scutum dorsale of the first metamer, we get a ring consisting of all those pieces, in

which the common or typic parts of a metamer consist. This bipartition of the

halves of the ventral part, besides the before mentioned reasons, is one reason more

for us not to consider the whole ventral part to be the coalesced coxae of the limbs.

If, on the contrary, we were to consider the one part to be the sternal part and the

other to be the coxae, it ought of course to be the outermost part, from which also

the limbs arise, which should be considered as the coxa; but then that difficulty

would occur, that the coxa arose in one direction from the sternum and the other

joints in another from this basal joint, which disposition, as well we know, is found

nowhere else. As for the processes we first must remark that they essentially are

organs of sensation and more especially of touch, abundantly supplied with warts of

feeling, among the covering of bristles along the inmost edge; thereafter also must

be remarked that, though their muscular system be well developed, they are never

jointed, though stronger or weaker chitinizings, more or less distinctly band-shaped,

may be found in their epidermis. If not of any other reason than because the sternal

plates already has its pair of limbs, they impossibly can be considered to be limbs;

for this case it would be neccessary to explain the sternal part as composed of two
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pairs of coxee, the one pair supporting the processes, the other the limbs; but that

this not will do, we have sufficiently illustrated in the preceding. In the Geophili

the ventral part most frequently forms one sole plate without any trace of partition.

LATZEL, who for the rest in his figures too much accents the partition of the

ventral part, comp. especially his table III. fig. 20 and 21., explains its plates as the

coalesced first joints of the limbs, and fetching his expressions from the maxillae in

the Insects, he calls them ,,der Stamm des ersten eigentlichen Unterkieferpaares (sti-

pitis maxillares)", having both ,,ein innerer" and ,,ein ausserer Theil", 1. c. p. 219.

Hereafter he calls the processes ,,die innere Lade der (eigentlichen) Unterkiefer (mala

maxillarum interna)" and the exponents or limbs of the ventral part ,,das 12 Glied

der ausseren Unterkieferlade (malla maxill. interna)". Now, especially with respect

to the Lithobii, I would not object so much to the explanation of Latzel, yet with

that important modification that the share of the sternum in the ventral part also

were indicated or not forgotten, but as no partition of the ventral part can be shown

in other Chilopoda (the Geophili), nor the ventral part and limbs of the following me-

tamer (the maxillae) apparently be explained in this way, I have preferred to keep
the reference more in general and not to pretend pointing out all the parts, which

are found in a well-developed maxilla of an Insect, and this so much the more as

the pairs of limbs, which Latzel parallels, not even are correspondent being the

first pair in the Chilopoda and the second in the Insects.

When KUTOBGA says, 1. c. p. 4: ,,Utrumque labii dimidium non est arctius

concretum, sed pro lubitu animalis a se invicem remotum esse potest", he certainly

exaggerates the mobility found in the sternum. He seems to have imagined a mobi-

lity semblable to that which is found reciprocally between a pair of maxillae in the

Insects.

It is a very strong muscular system which causes the movement of the

labium, and beginning with the metamer or, to use a plainer expression, the sternum,

first we must mention the three pairs of long retractors, which arise from the back-

edge of the sternum and insert themselves in the lamina cephalica, and which all of

them are rather narrow and flat muscles, though they be comparatively long. The

two of these three pairs, viz. the ,,retractores labii interiores", tab. II. fig. 2.

a. i., and the ,,retractores labii medii", tab. II. fig. 2. a. 2., are confluent and at

their attachment on the lamina cephalica they form a common impression, tab. I.

fig. 13. a. i. a. 2., which is the fourth in the number of those impressions which form

a series along each side of the ,,adductores antennarum perlongi" and the ,,retracto-

res capitis majores". The third pair, the ,,retr act ores labii later ales", tab. II.

fig. 2. a. 3., together with the ,,retractores maxillarum medii", b. 2., behind are united
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into one common impression, tab. I. fig. 13. a. 3. b. 2., situated shortly before the

back-edge of the lamina cephalica. Not a little larger than the above mentioned

three muscles, but more flat and much shorter are the ,,adductores labii maximi",
tab. II. fig. 1. and 2. a 4., which with a very broad attachment arise from the ster-

num, near to its back-edge, and insert themselves in the back-corner of the laminae

pharyngeales, tab. III. fig. 5. a. 4., which makes the point of attachment for so many
of the muscles of the head and particularly for those of the parts of the mouth.

Two other muscles, the ,,adductores labii parvi", tab. II. fig. 2. a.
5., and the

,,adductores labii postici", tab. II. fig. 2. a.
e., which are much more narrow,

also arise from the sternum, somewhat behind the origin of the ,,adductores maximi",

and they proceed likewise until the back-corner of the laminae pharyngeales, where

they adjoin the before mentioned muscles. Behind the fore-edge of the sternum, not

far from the point of issue of the limbs, a somewhat stout, but rather short muscle,

the ,,levatores labii", tab. II. fig. 2. a. 7., arises from the sternum and is attached

on the laminae pharyngeales, yet somewhat nigh to their fore-edge, tab. III. fig. 6. a. 7.

From the back-edge of the sternum, toward the midline of the labium, arises a pair

of somewhat thin muscles, the ,,flexores labii", tab. II. fig. 2. a. *., and fig. 3. a.
s.,

which are attached on the laminae pharyngeales not far before the preceding muscles,

tab. III. fig. 3. a. P. Just in the centre of the back-edge is attached the inferior part

of the ,,retractor linguae duplex", tab. II. fig. 1. d. is.' and tab. III. fig. 8. and 9. d. 19.'

yet about this muscle, which belongs to the lingua, I must refer to this organ. At

last from the midline of the sternum, yet somewhat before the before mentioned

muscle, also arise the ,,retractores labii inferiores", tab. II. fig. 2. a. 9. and 3. a.?.

- a pair of thin muscles which obliquely run backwards and attach themselves at

the back-corner of the laminae pharyngeales. Between the sternum of the labium

and of the maxillae the connexion of muscles but is very small, and I only have found

one narrow and flat, although rather long muscle, the ,,productores labii", tab.

II. fig. 1. and 2. a. 10., proceeding from the back-corner of the sternum of the labium

to the sternum of the maxillae, somewhat behind the insertion of these limbs.

Besides the here mentioned muscles, which all, the ,,retractor linguae duplex"

excepted, serve to alter and accomodate the position of the labium with regard to

the rest of the head, we find a couple of unmatched muscles, serving to alter the

form of the sternum itself and particularly to give it a more or less bent or arched

form. Both muscles run athwart along the sternum, a little behind its fore-edge,

and with both their ends they are attached to the sternum. They occupy about the

midmost half of the sternum and are very stout and somewhat compressed muscles;

the foremost of them, the Compressor sternalis anterior", tab. II. fig. 2. a. n.,
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which not only is somewhat shorter but also much more slender than the hindmost,

the ,,compressor sternalis posterior", tab. II. fig. 2. a. 12., is separated from

this by a narrow interval, which on each side leaves space for the passage of the

,,levatores labii", fig. 2. a. T.

Having done with the muscular system of the sternum, we also must men-

tion the muscles of the processes and of the limbs. The muscles of the processes

then come to three pairs, of which the first pair, the ,,retractores processuum
labii", tab. II. fig. 1. a. is., are a pair of rather long and stout muscles, which arise

from the foremost part of the processes, and after an almost straight course back-

wards insert themselves in the ligamentum, which unites the back-corners of the la-

minae pharyngeales, comp. tab. I. fig. 11. ph. 1. tr. The fibres of these muscles do by
far not all run side by side, but some run a space obliquely, others from the very-

beginning more straightly backwards; my drawing, tab. II. fig. 3., shows the muscles

under a certain pressure, by which also is ascertained that in front at their origin

they are divided into three parts each, which I have designated by a. n.', a a."

and a. 13.'"; but as these three parts are united by threes to one single pair of mus-

cles before they leave the processes, I have only considered them to be the single

parts of the same muscles. A little behind the inmost edge of the processes are

attached another pair of muscles, the ,,adductores processuum labii", tab. II.

fig. 1. a. u. and fig. 3. a. n., which thence obliquely run backwards and attach them-

selves to the sternum a little before the curve of the back-edge. Above the lastly

mentioned muscles we find the ,,flexores processuum labii", tab. II. fig. a. is.

and fig. 3. a. 15., which consist of a few very broad but also very thin fibres
;

these

muscles attach themselves nearly in the midline, and thence run straightly to the sides

across the preceding muscles and also attach themselves to the sternum.

The muscular system of the limbs but is very inconsiderable or little com-

posed, compared to that of the other limbs of the mouth, yet we can name the fol-

lowing four muscles. From the midst of the back-edge of the first joint of the limbs

run the very broad and flat ,,adductores membrorum labii inferiores", tab. II.

fig. 1. a. is., to the back-edge of the sternum, while the much more narrow ,,reflexo-

res membrorum labii inferiores", tab. II. fig. 1. a. IT., arise from the exterior

corner of the same back-edge and run along with or partly behind the before men-

tioned muscles, until they also attach themselves to the back-edge of the sternum.

From the midst of the back-edge of the second joint of the limbs and from the in-

most corner of this edge arise two corresponding pairs of muscles, the ,,adductores
membrorum labii superiores", tab. II. fig. 1. a. is., and the ,,reflexores mem-
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brorum labii superiores, tab. II. fig. 1. a. 19., which also attach themselves to

the sternum, near to its back-edge.

With regard to the representation of Zograf of the muscular system of the

sternum of the labium. I here will remark that ZOGRAF only figures one muscle, the

,,adductores labii maximi", a. 4., and that on his fig. 21. he designates it by the let-

ters m. dp. mx., i. e. musculi depressores maxillarum; in the Russian he denomina-

tes it ,,priblishateli tschjeljustej k' tjelu". the approacher of the maxillae to the body.

He delineates two or, if we like, four pairs of muscles to the limbs which he desig-

nates whith the letters m. mx. rt., in the text ,,depressores maxillarum secundi

paris" and in the explanation ,,opuskateli wjetwi tscheljusti wtoroj pari", the sinkers

of the branches (or limbs) of the second pair of maxillae, and with the letters m.

mx.9 prt., in the text levatores (maxillarum secundi paris) and in the explanation

,,podnimateli", raiser (of the branches of the second pair of maxillae); yet the graphic

representation but is indifferent, thus that it is difficult to refer the muscles of Zo-

graf to our muscles; he only seems to discern two pairs of muscles, although the

figure rather seems to represent four pairs.

Next to the labium we have the maxillae, and on tab. II. fig. 4. and 5. they

are figured in their entirety, i. e. the sternum together with the limbs. The ster-

num here, alike the sternum of the labium, is composed of two broad plates united

by a somewhat narrow bridge, but without any trace of a hide-seam in the midst;

but each of the halves, and that is here very evident, is divided into two almost

equaly large parts. By the most of the authors the sternum is reckoned to the limbs,

their first or basal joints being said to be coalesced
; but, as before we have mentioned,

this supposition contains considerable difficulties. Yet still more unlucky it is to ex-

plain it as a part of a pair of coalesced palpi, thus as so many have done
;
for either

we must refer them as palpi to the labium -- but in that case they must be sup-

posed to have been detached from the labium and hereafter to have been united behind

it in another plan
-- or else we must consider them to be the palpi of another pair

of parts of the mouth, but then it would not be easy to understand, how a pair of

processes possibly could persist or keep their position, when their basilar part had

dissappeared. Much better of course it were to consider the sternum to be the sti-

pites of the coalesced maxillae and the three joints together with the claw only to be

palpi, but firstly furthermore we feel the want of that part or metamer, to which the

maxillae should belong, and we are not freed from the difficulty of supposing coale-

sced exponents, whilst a maxilla without mala and only with palpus hardly deserves

this name. Calling this part of a metamer together with its limbs labium or auxili-

ary-lip, we do not decide anything with respect to this joint; for then the question
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arises, if a labrum may be produced by the coalescing of a pair of limbs or expo-

nents, which however still to be sure, according to Savigny, is the general accepta-

tion of the origin of the labium of the Insects. It seems to me to be the simplest

way to consider the two interior, coalesced parts of the sternum, tab. II. fig. 4. m.

st., to be the sternum or the sternal plates of the maxillae, and the exterior parts

to be their episterna. tab. II. fig. 4. m. ep. st.; and when now from among the sce-

leton-parts of the head we take the epimera or ,,lamina obliquae", tab. I. fig. 15.
1. o., and the dorsal part or scutum dorsale -- the clypeus --of the second meta-

mer, tab. I. fig. 11 12. cl., alike what already we have got in the first metamer, we

get the complete series or ring of the common parts or plates of a metamer. In the

Scutigera and Geophili the sternum not is divided. The limbs of this metamer are

almost foot- or palp-shaped, and consist of three joints, of which the exterior on its

inmost side is supplied with a somewhat broad fringe of bristles, ,,fimbria digitalis",

tab. II. fig. 5. f. d., and at the tip has a discernible claw of some largeness, and often

one or two smaller besides the larger one.

On his fig. 5. WOOD designates the episterna with a. and considers them as

,,forming a portion of the palpus", but supposes that also they are ,,one of the pri-

mitive sterna of the first basilar subsegment" which certainly seems to be a con-

tradictio in adjectis
- - while the true sternal plates, which Wood designates with e.,

were to be ,,the coxa of the palpus"; but the exterior joints of the limbs in this way
should be most unluckily articulated on the supposed coxae, and they rather might

be said to arise at once from the coxae and the sternal plates, nay even nearest from

the sternal plates, comp. the figure. Here as well as in the labium, LATZEL, 1. c. p.

220, lets the sternum consist of ,,die verwachsenen Stamme des zweiten Unterkiefer-

paares oder der Unterlippe (stipites coaliti labiales), an welchen die Lippentaster (palpi

labiales) seitlich entspringen". The exterior parts of the sternum, which we explain

as episterna, he only designates as ,,ein ausserer Theil dieser Stamme".

Alike the muscular system of the labium that of the maxillae also is very

considerable, and beginning with the muscles of the sternum here too we have three

pairs of long retractors, of which the exterior pair, the ,,retractores maxillarum

laterales", tab. II. fig. 5. b. i., from a point near to its back-edge and shortly be-

hind the insertion of the limbs run to the lamina cephalica, where their impression

is found near to the rounded back-corners of the back-edge, tab. I. fig. 13. b. i. The

next pair of muscles, the ,,retractores maxillarum medii", tab. II. fig. 5. b. 2.,

likewise arise from the sternum but somewhat more behind, and as we have mentio-

ned when speaking about the labium, their impression on the lamina cephalica is

united with the impression of the ,,retractores labii laterales", tab. I. fig. 13. a. 3. b. 2.

7
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The third pair, the ,,retractores maxillarum interiores", tab. II. fig. 5. b. 3.,

are much more slender than the two preceding pairs and arise from the back-corner

of the sternum; these muscles too are inserted in the lamina cephalica with a small

impression, which together with that of the ,,adductores mandibularum obliqui" forms

the second impression in the series of the before mentioned double row of impres-

sions, tab. I. fig. 13. b. 3. c. 21. I have not - as in the labium found three pairs of

adductors in the maxillae, but only one pair, the ,,adductores maxillarum", tab.

II. fig. 5. b. 4., arising from the sternum close by the ,,retractores medii", and atta-

ching themselves on the back-corners of the laminae pharyngeales. The maxillae have

two 'pairs of levators, the ,,levatores maxillarum exteriores", tab. II. fig. 5. b.
-,.,

and the ,,levatore-s maxillarum interiores", tab. II. fig. 5. b. e., which both

arise from the sternum, and after a course almost straightly upwards they too insert

themselves in the back-corners of the laminas pharyngeales; the exterior levators are

considerably stouter than the interior. A pair of short and thick muscles, the ,,re-

tractores maxillarum inferiores", tab. II. fig. 5. b. :., arise from the sinus of

the back-edge of the sternum towards the midline and attach themselves on the liga-

mentum musculare of the third metamer, tab. III. fig. 1. b. T. At last we must not

forget that from the sternum arise the ,,productores labii", tab. II. fig. 1. and 2. a. 10.

and fig. 5. a. 10., comp. the preceding, which we have already mentioned, when hand-

ling the labium. From the sternum in the midline of its back-edge arise alike

as from the labium a part, but here the uppermost part, of the ,,retractor linguae

duplex", tab. II. fig. 5. d. 19." and tab. III. fig. 8. and 9. d. 19."; but also here I must

refer to the muscles of the lingua.

Among the muscles of the limbs first we must mention those, which move

the whole limb, and of them we have three different adductors, first the ,,ad due-

tores membrorum maxillarum magni", tab. II. fig. 5. b.
.,

which arise from

the small ligamentum, into which the interior corner of the back-edge of the first

joint is prolongated, and after an almost transversal course insert themselves in the

fore-edge of the sternum towards the midline
; they fill up a considerable part of the

real sternum. Thereafter follow the ,,adductores membrorum maxillarum

medii", tab. II. fig. 5. b. 9., which arise from the same ligamentum as the ,,adduc-

tores magni", but run much more obliquely and are much shorter than they are.

At last the ,,adductores membrorum maxillarum parvi", tab. II. fig. 5. b. 10.,

arise from the interior side of the first joint itself towards the little notch, which is

formed on the interior edge of the joint, and after a shorter course almost straightly

backwards they insert themselves in the sternum. As antagonists to the three pairs

of adductors work two pairs of reflexors, of which the first, the ,,reflexores mem-
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brorum maxillarum longi", tab. II. fig. 4. b. n., from the upperside of the back-

edge of the first joint run to the back-edge of the sternum, while the ,.reflex ores

membrorum maxillarum breves", tab. II. fig. 4. b. 12., which well are a great

deal shorter, but also much broader than the ,,reflexores longi", from the underside

of the back-edge of the first joint run unto a little beyond the midst of the sternum.

Among the muscles which move the joints of the limbs towards each other

the ,,adduc tores unguium", tab. II. fig. 4. and 5. b. 13' is", without comparison

are the largest and the most composed. From the interior back-corner of the claws

a long, rather stout tendon runs downward quite unto the first joint, and from this

tendon first in the third joint arises a long muscle, the ,,adductorum unguium
pars prima", b. ts.', which in the second joint of the limb attaches itself to th-

dorsal side of the joint, somewhat before the midst, hereafter from the same tendon,

Imt first when it has reached the first or basilar joint, arises a much larger muscle,

the ,,adductorum unguium pars secunda", b. .", which in the hindmost two-

third parts of that basal joint attaches itself along the dorsal side. Furthermore the

basilar joint has its own adductor, the ,,adductores membrorum tenues", tab.

II. fig. 4. and 5. b.
.,
which with a long, rather stout tendon arises from that recess

which is found in the interior fore-corner of the basal joint; and from the tip of the

tendon arise two rather long, but thin muscles each to its own side of the edge of

the insertion of the limb in the sternum. As reflexores of the third or exterior joint

work two pairs of muscles, which arise as two somewhat large bands from the up-

per- and the underside of the back-edge of this joint and run through the whole of

the second joint, and first when they have reached the basal joint they attach them-

selves on its dorsal side on both sides of the impression of the ,,adcluctorum unguium

lars secunda". The exterior of these muscles, the ,,reflexores digitorum exte-

rior es", tab. II. fig. 4. b. is., are considerably shorter than the interior, the ,,reflexo-

res digitorum interiores", tab. II. fig. 4. b. 16. The exterior joint or the finger-

joint besides its share in the ,,adductores unguium" also has particular adductors,

and these, the rather considerable ,,adductores digitorum majores", tab. II. fig.

4. b. IT., arise from a small tendon on the interior side of the back-edge of the joint

and attach themselves partly on the dorsal side in the hindmost part of the second

joint and partly in the dorsal side of the foremost part of the first joint, thus that

sidelong mostly they are covered by the reflexors of the second and of the third joint.

Much smaller are the ,,adductores digitorum minores", tab. II. fig. 4. b. is.,

which arise from the interior side itself of the back-edge of the joint as a very broad,

altogether flat muscle,and are inserted in front of and nearly in the midst of the in-

terior side of the second joint. Then also the second joint of the limbs has its
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vetlexors, the ,,reflexores tarsorum", tab. II. flg. 5. b. 19., arising from and inser-

ting themselves in the parts of the joints, which correspond with the points of

attachment of the ,,reflexores digitorum"; but I have not been able to divide these

reflexors into two muscles.

The representation of ZOGRAF of the muscular system of this metamer toge-

ther with its limbs does not correspond much better than usually with the represen-

tation which I have given, and he has even not represented several of the smaller

muscles. Of the muscles of the metamer itself he only has two pairs designated on

his flg. 22. with the letters m. dpr. p. mx. 2. pi. 2. and m. dpr.2. p. mx.2.*), i. e. m.

depressores pedum maxillarium primi paris; in the explanation they are called ,,pri-

gibateli nogotscheljustej k' tjelu", the adductores of the pedes maxillares towards the

body. Yet, and I shall speak more exactly thereof in the following, it is probable

that the two here mentioned and delineated pairs of muscles not do belong to this

but to the third metamer. As a mover of the whole limb he only knows one ad-

ductor, m. dpr. pi., i. e. m. depressores palporum; in the explanation they are called

,,sblishateli wjetwi nogotscheljustej", the approximators or adductors of the branches

of the pedes maxillares. Also he only knows one reflexor, m. lv. pi., i. e. levatores

palporum; in the explanation they are called ,,razdwigateli", diductors. Among the

particular muscles of the limbs he only seems to know the ,,adductores unguium"

with their two parts and the ,,adductores digitorum majores"; but of these two

pairs of muscles he makes four different muscles, for with them to supply the two

exterior joints of the limbs with adductors and reflexors. He namely designates the

,,adductorum unguium pars secunda" by m. dpr. pi. i., i. e. depressores articuli se-

cundi palporum; in the explanation these muscles are called ,,wjagiwateli wtorago

(tschlenskoff wjetwi), drawers in of the second (joint of the branches). The foremost

and the midmost part of the ,,adductores digitorum majores" he designates by m.

dpr. pi. 2., i. e. depressores articuli tertii palporum; in the explanation this becomes

n(wjagiwateh) tretjago tchlenikoff wjetwi", (drawer in) of the third joint of the bran-

ches. The hindmost part of the same muscle he designates by m. lv. pi. i.,
i. e. leva-

tores articuli secundi palporum, and the ,,adductorum unguium pars prima" with

m. lv., i. e. levatores articuli tertii palporum; in the explanation the two last together

are called ,,wiprjamiteli wjetwi nogotscheljusti", the stretchers of the branches of the

pedes maxillares.

*) The denomination, mx.a for those two muscles is unlucky, as Zograf does mean not the

second but the first pair of pedes maxillares, and in the explanation beneath the figure

mx.a also on both places it is corrected to mx, i.
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The third metamer or the metamer of the mandibles, to which at present

we come, is the most difficult of the metamers of the head with respect to the deter-

mining and the pointing out of its single parts. Behind the sternum of the second

metamer and partly concealed by its projecting back-edge, as before we have men-

tioned, we find a membraneous leaf or band, wherein are seen three pairs of chiti-

nous fields or scutella, tab. I. fig. 12 and 45. The inmost of these scutella in

front is rather straight, but behind arched almost semicirculary ;
we will explain

them as ,,sterna metameri tertii", c.' st. Proceeding outwards we thereafter

come to another scutellum which is somewhat smaller and somewhat less chitinous

and which we will call ,,scuta intercalaria metameri tertii", c'. sc. i. Procee-

ding furthermore outwards and somewhat forwards we come to a scutellum, that is

larger and more strongly chitinous than any one of the two preceding; we will ex-

plain this as ,,episterna metameri tertii", c.' ep. st.*) The reason why I have

not explained the midmost pair of scutella as an essential or typic part of the meta-

mer is this, that these scutella neither have particular muscles, thus as the episterna,

nor are attached to the great mass of muscles of the metamer, thus as the sterna

or sternal plates, from which really seems to arise the" strong ligamentum, that in

fact serves as attachment for the whole mass of muscles. I therefore only can con-

sider the midmost scutella to be mere chitinizings of the membrane of the same kind

as that which already several times we have mentioned when treating the sceleton

of the head. Proceeding thereafter furthermore forwards from the episterna we come

to the large plates of the underside of the head, which in the preceding we have

mentioned as ,,epimera metameri tertii", c.' ep. m. We have already in the

preceding shown, that the limbs of the third metamer, the mandibles, arise from the

episterna, and we only still have to point out the dorsal part of the metamer. Now

unhappely this dorsal part does not at all appear in the genus Scolopendra, but must

here be considered either to be quite short and membraneous or to be coalesced with

the back-edge of the lamina cephalica. But already in the genus Cormocephalus,

which is very nearly related to the Scolopendra, we remark that along the rounded

back-edge of the lamina cephalica is found a narrow wall or plate separated from the

lamina cephalica, which well might be explained as two disunited scuta dorsalia.

Now these two scuta dorsalia in Lithobius are united behind and along the back-

') Those shields which in my Geophils 18871 I have referred to the pedes maxillares primi

paris or maxillae, and which, p. 116, I have designated as ,,ferste Par Maxillarf0dders Tro-

chantiner eller Hsengselled" or ,,larninae trochantinos pedum maxillarium vel cardines refe-

rentes", p. 105, tab. I. fig. 3. and 15. c. c., I also must consider to be sterna or episterna.
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edge of the lamina cephalica, and a little forward along the side-edges they form a

low wall which although behind closely is united with the lamina cephalica, but in

front is separated from it by a seam, thus that both its ends are somewhat isolated.

And in several genera of the Geophili also is found a particular, well separated plate

between the lamina cephalica and the scutum dorsale of the fourth metamer, which

in my Myriap. Mus. Haun. Geophil. I have called ,,lamina prsebasalis", comp. also in

the preceding my critique of my earlier acceptation of the head of the Chilopods.

Before we proceed to the muscular system of the metamer and of its limbs,

first we must somewhat more exactly consider these limbs, the ,,mandibles", tab.

II. fig. 6. and 9., and compare them with the alike named organs in the other In-

sects with biting parts of the mouth, to ascertain, wether upon the whole or only

partly they correspond with them. The mandibles then make a lengthened, irregular,

composed body that is broadest in front, the exterior broad end of this body only is

isolated and is supplied with a different number of chitinous and membraneous leaves,

teeth and bristles, which vary according to the families and the genera, but which

do not here concern us. The whole dorsal or exterior side, tab. II. fig. 6., and the

foremost part of the under- or interior side are isolated, whilst the hindmost and lar-

gest part of the underside by a membrane upwards and outwards is united with the

side-plates of the underside of the head, especially the epimera of the third and the

second metamer, tab. II. fig. 6. and 11. c.' ep. m. and 1. o., and downwards and in-

wards with the ventral parts of the two first metamers, most especially with those

of the first metamer, tab. II. fig. 11. Thereafter we see that the body of the man-

dibles by the help of hide-seams is divided into several parts, and that thus both a

hindmost and a midmost plate are separated from the chief-part. Of these two the

hindmost plate is the most important, and it forms almost a semicanal, from the

edge and from the bottom of which numerous muscles arise; I have called it the

,,lamina basalis mandibularum", tab. II. fig. 6. and 9. m.' 1. b. In front of this part,

by a hide-seam, totally separated from the rest of the mandible, arises the lengthe-

ned, oval, somewhat flat ,,lamina media mandibularum", tab. II. fig. 6. and 9. m'.

1. m
,
which especially seems to strengthen the connexion of the basal part with the

chief-part of the mandible. I have preferred to call these two here mentioned parts

,,lamina basalis" and ,,lamina media", instead of through denominations as ,,cardo"

and stipes" to suppose or put forth a kind of homologizing with the maxillae of the

Insects. For the rest these parts through their connexion with the ventral and dor-

sal parts of the metamer show themselves to be pleural parts, though here they be

very much chitinous, partly to be fit to support the many and strong muscles, which

insert themselves in the most important one among them, the ,,lamina basalis", and
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partly to serve themselves as supporters. The chief-part of the mandible also is tra-

versed by hide-seams, although no part of it be disjoined from the rest. Here also

must be mentioned the sharply projecting, stout pivot, ,,condylus mandibularum"'

tab. II. fig. 6 10. m'. c. d., which already by Latreille is explained as a palp, alike

the palpus mandibularis in the Crustacea; but likewise as already before I have pro-

nounced myself against this acceptation, which also by and by seems to be given

up, thus I here only shall call our attention to the fact that this pivot neither for

itself nor together with a surrounding plate is separated from the rest of the man-

dible, and that also it works in like manner as the condylus in the mandible of the

Insects, and as the mandible partly turns around this pivot, that moves in a hollow

on the fore-edge of the laminae palatinae (the epimera of the first metamer?). When
now we compare this mandible with a mandible of an Insect, for instance of a Cara-

bus, we see that there is a very great difference between them; for while the latter

only consists in one single, solid, uncompounded piece (nearest corresponding with the

isolated foremost end of the mandible in the Chilopods) which by means of the con-

dylus articulates on the frame of the orifice, the first one is composed of several pie-

ces wholly and partly divided from each other by hide-seams, without any precise

articulation; thereafter whilst the muscular system of the real mandible of an Insect

is very simple and essentially confined to a very large adductor and a much lesser

reflexor, in the mandible of the Scolopendra there is a whole system of muscles able

to move it in the most different directions. Of the preceding it will be seen that we

only can consider a part and especially the foremost part of the mandible of the

Chilopods to be homologous with the genuine mandible of the Insects; but for the

rest it seems to me most wonderful that so very few of the many authors, who

have accepted the homology of these organs, fully have remarked this quite dif-

ferent structure. Yet it is a matter of course that so profound an author as Latzel

not has been able to overlook this difference, and also he tries to make it lesser by

that, to be true, not very lucky explanation of ,,lamina basalis mandibularum" as

,,Muskelscheide, chitinisirte Sehnen", 1. c. p. 9.; for the rest he denominates lamina

basalis as ,,Angel", but the rest of the mandible as ,,Stamm".

In my earlier essays on the Myriapoda I considered these animals to be true

Crustacea, in which consideration the difference between the mandible of the Insect

and that of the Myriapods and certain resemblances with that of the Crustacea also

have been of weight to me ;
but still at present I mean that the mandibles of the here

mentioned Arthropoda are homologous, as far as all they are the exponents or limbs

of the third metamer. For examinators such as Brulle the composed structure of

the mandibles of the Chilopods doubtless has been an essential reason for his explai-
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jiing them as maxillae and not as mandibles. For the rest as to the explanation of

this organ I can refer to the preceding and particularly to the table of survey of the

parts of the mouth.

We then proceed to the muscles and begin with those of the metamer. The

muscular system of the third metamer still is much more considerable and composed
than that of the preceding metamers, and by means of them the head particularly is

fastened to the body or, more properly said, to its two first joints, the fourth and

the fifth metamer. The basis of this muscular system makes a strong ligament that

unites the two sternal plates. On tab. III. fig. 1. is figured the left half of the mus-

cles extended in one plan for the sake of the connexion and the representation. The

first muscles which we are to mention, are the five pairs of levators of the meta-

mer, of which the foremost, the ,,levatores metameri tertii maximi", tab. III.

fig. 1. c. i., likewise are the largest of all; they arise from a short, trilateral projec-

ion of the ligamentum of the sternal plates and ascend almost perpendicularly to in-

sert themselves in the lamina cephalica, where their impression forms the first in the

series of the before mentioned double row of impressions, tab. I. fig. 13. c. i. As

also before mentioned, the muscle has a profound oblique canal which behind beco-

mes more and more deep and the bottom of which is formed or filled up by the

,,flexores capitis perlongi", tab. I. fig. 13. 5. and 5." and tab. III. fig. 1. 5., comp. the

preceding, p. 38. The interior wall of the oblique canal is formed by a single couch

of rather short fibres, which arise from that edge which the bottom of the canal

makes in the muscle; these short fibres unites themselves with the other fibres, so

that the muscle seems to be entire, when seen from above, and in front it surrounds

the little impression of the flexors. Behind these muscles arise the ,,levatores

metameri tertii medii", tab. III. fig. 1. c. 2., which ascend although a little obli-

quely backwards and insert themselves in the lamina cephalica with an impression,

which is the third in the series, tab. I. fig. 13. c. 2. The next muscles are the ,,leva-

tores metameri tertii minores", tab. III. fig. 1. c. 3., which ascend much more

obliquely backwards and also insert themselves in the lamina cephalica in an im-

pression, which is the hindmost but one or the fifth in the series. Then behind the

,,levatores minores", but somewhat towards the midline of the metamer, follow the

,,levatores metameri tertii postici", tab. III. fig. 1. c. 4.; but whilst the pre-

ceding muscles attach themselves on the lamina cephalica, these last muscles proceed

only straightly backwards and attach themselves on the scutum dorsale of the fifth

metamer behind its pleurae, tab. I. fig. 13. c. 4. and tab. III. fig. 11. c. 4. The fifth

and last among the levators, the ,,levatores metameri tertii externi", tab.

III. fig. 1. c. 5., from the end of the ligamentum proceed obliquely outwards and as
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the three first levators they insert themselves in the lamina cephalica ; together with

that of the ,,levatores episternorum" their impression forms a considerable, oval im-

pression, which is the outermost in the series of that row or that band of impres-

sions which runs along the hind-edge of the lamina cephalica.

As antagonists of these five pairs of levators is found a number of depres-

sors of which the ,,depressores metameri tertii majores", tab. III. fig. 1. c. 6.

are the stoutest; they arise inside the levators and are inserted in the sternum of

the fourth metamer, tab. II. fig. 4. c. e. and tab. III. fig. 10. c. e., meeting there and

forming together one common keel and one impression. Few of the muscles of the

head are so firmly attached on their place of insertion as these muscles, and as besi-

des they are strongly compressed between the stout depressors of the prosternum

of the fourth metamer, with the impressions of which the impressions of these mus-

cles are Closely united, hence is produced a very firm connexion between the under-

side of the head and that of the fourth metamer. In front of these muscles run the

somewhat longer, but several times more slender ,,depressores metameri tertii

medii", tab. III. fig. 1. c. r., and again in front of them the somewhat longer, but

about as stout ,,depressores metameri tertii anteriores", tab. III. fig. 1. c. e.

Both these last mentioned pairs of muscles closely join themselves to the ,,depresso-

res metameri tertii majores", and their impressions also are united, tab. II. fig. 4.

c. 6s., but still they are well separated both from each other and from the ,,depres-

sores majores", and they cross each other on the midline of the metamer. In front

again of these muscles arise the ndepressores metameri tertii tenues", tab.

III. fig. 1. c. 9., which are well separated from the preceding muscles and much more

slender than any one of them, and which attach themselves on the anterior part of

the prosternum of the fourth metamer, but first when, alike the two preceding pairs

of muscles, they have crossed each other, tab. III. fig. 11. c. .

"With these we have finished the enumeration of the depressors of the meta-

mer, and proceeding to its retractors first we will take the ,,retractores meta-

meri tertii interiores", tab. III. fig. 1. c. 10., which are a pair of rather slender

muscles arising closely behind the ,,depressores metameri tertii majores", and, run-

ning straightly backwards, they insert themselves in the midst of the interior edge

of the two leaves of the prosternum of the fourth metamer, tab. III. fig. 11. c. IP.

Yet much more considerable than these are the ,,retractores metameri tertii

foliacei", tab. II. fig. 4. c. n. and tab. III. fig. 1. c. n., which arise a little behind

and sidewards and somewhat above the preceding muscles, and proceed straightly,

alike a pair of long and broad muscle-leaves, following and as it were, covering the

superior sides of the two halves of the prosternum of the fourth metamer, which
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they follow quite unto their hindmost edge where they insert themselves. Here we

well might discerne between an exterior and an interior half of these leaf-shaped

muscles, thus as also it is indicated on the figures, yet they seem to me to be so

closely connected that I have preferred taking them together. Somewhat near to

the end of the ligamentum arise the ,,retractores metameri tertii majores",
tab. III. fig. 1. c. 12., which are somewhat long and rather considerable and insert

themselves about in the .midst of the scutum dorsale of the fifth metamer, tab. I.

fig. 13. c. 12. and tab. III. fig. 11. c. 12. Joining themselves closely to these muscles

run the ,,retractores metameri tertii minores, tab. III. fig. 1. c. is.; they are

much more slender than the preceding muscles, but they have their origin as well as

their insertion nearly besides theirs. A fourth pair of retractors are the ,,retrac-

tores metameri tertii fusiformes", tab. III. fig. 1. and 3. c. 14., which arise

from the ligamentum near to the origin of the Mretractores metameri tertii foliacei"

and attach themselves on the rudimental dorsal parts of the fourth metamer. On

account of their smallness these muscles easely disappear among the larger muscles,

and as their points of attachment only with difficulty can be kept in situ during

the long preparation which the examination of these muscles demands, I am not

quite sure of the correctness of the representation which here I have offered. Yet

the figure marked by 3. directly is drawn by means of the camera lucida and repre-

sents the delineated muscles in their connexion, thus that I do not think that any

essential error can be at hand here. Lastly we must mention the very long and

thin nretractores metameri tertii longi", tab. III. fig. 13. c. \s. As a pair of

very slender muscles they arise from the ligamentum of the sternal plates, tab. III.

fig. 2., and are inserted on the rudimental dorsal parts of the fourth metamer, tab.

III. fig. 3., beneath which they continue their course unto the fifth metamer, where

finally they insert themselves in the scutum dorsale near to the impressions of the

Bretractores metameri tertii minores".

As far as I can perceive, neither in his text nor in his drawings ZOGKAF has

anything about the muscles of the third metamer, as little as he seems to imagine

the very presence of such a metamer. Yet it is probable that those two pairs of

muscles which on his figure of the maxillae he draws as arising from the sternum

of these limbs, fig. 22 m. dpr. p. mx. i. and m. dpr.2. p. mx.
i., and which therefore I

have mentioned, when handling this metamer, comp. the preceding, p. 51., that they,

I say, in fact are two of the levators of the third metamer, and doubtless a couple

of the largest. According to my own researches I only can tell that Lithobius also

has such levators belonging to its third metamer
; yet I dare not decide if these leva-

tors altogether correspond with those in the Scolopendra, or if their position be equal
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to that of the levators in these animals. To be able to unterstand the error of Zo-

graf, we must remember that the ventral part of the second and of the third meta-

mer are so nearly connected and so closely compressed and partly so projecting the

one over the other, that very easely we can refer the muscles of the third metamer

to the second metamer, and if even we separate the two metamers, it may happen,

although but very seldom, that these muscles remain attached to the second meta-

mer; and it is exactly such an occurence which I have delineated on tab. II. fig. 4.

Hereafter we come to the muscles of the pleurae of the third metamer, and

we first must name the ,,levatores episternorum", tab. III. fig. 1. and 4. c. ie.,

which arise from the interior edge of the pleurae and ascend almost straightly to in-

sert themselves in the lamina cephalica, where their impression inwardly unites itself

with that of the ,,levatores metameri tertii externi", tab. I. fig. 13. c. 5. c. ie. From

the same episterna also arises another considerable muscle which I explain as the

,,depressores episternorum", tab. III. fig. 4. c. IT.; but I am not quite sure of

their point of attachment. And I must regret that the same thing is the case with

the following short and broad muscle, although I explain it as the ,,productores epi-

sternorum", tab. III. fig. 4. c. IP. To the muscular system of the pleurae lastly can

be reckoned a pair of quite flat, but very broad muscles, the ,,levatores tendinis

mandibularum", tab. I. fig. 12. c. 19. and tab. II. fig. 9. c. 19.; they arise from the

outmost end of the tendon or ligamentum, on the spot where it is connected with

the epimers of the third metamer, and thence they ascend straightly to insert them-

selves in the lamina cephalica with a long and very narrow impression, which closely

adjoins the inmost edge of the back-corner of the very large impression of the

,,adductores mandibularum maximi", tab. I. fig. 13. c. 19.

The muscular system of the real mandibles is very manifold, as I have been

able to point out thirteen pairs of different muscles, several of which are very con-

siderable. Largest of all the muscles of the mandibles are the ,,adductores mandi-

bularum maximi", tab. II. fig. 7. and 8. c. 20., which arise from a long and broad

tendon, tab. II. fig. 10. c. 20.*, that is attached to the interior side of the mandibles,

nearly behind their isolated front-part. These muscles must be divided into two parts,

of which the foremost is somewhat larger than the hindermost; but as, besides their

arising from the selfsame tendon, also in their insertion and during their whole course

they nearly adjoin, I consider them to be one muscle. Their impressions on the la-

mina cephalica occupy a most considerable part of its sides, and without comparison

they are the largest of all the impressions of the lamina cephalica, tab. I. fig. 13.

c. 20. Altogether insignificant, compared with these muscles, are the long and thin

nadductores mandibularum obliqui", tab. II. fig. 9. c. 21., which arise from the
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superior side of the inmost edge of the mandibles, nearly behind their isolated fore-

part, and which obliquely run inwards and upwards, until they are inserted into the

lamina cephalica, where together with the ,,retractores maxillarum interiores" they

form an oval impression, which is the second in the series of the often mentioned

double row of impressions, tab. I. fig. 13. b. 3. c. 21. As the protractors of the man-

dibles first must be mentioned the ,,protractores mandibularum majores",
tab. II. fig. 8. and 9. c. 22., which arise from the lamina basalis mandibularum" and

run straightly forwards beneath the two retractors of the mandibles, until they at-

tach themselves on the interior side of the laminae palatinae, tab. I. fig. 12. and 13.

c. 22. and tab. II. fig. 12. c. 22. Much smaller are the ,,protractores mandibula-

rum minores", tab. II. fig. 9. c. 23., which nearly due forwards arise from the edge

of the lamina basalis mandibularum" and proceed to the back-edges of the laminae

pharyngeales, where they are inserted, tab. I. fig. 11. c. 23. and tab. III. fig. 6. c. 23.

As the antagonists of these muscles work the ,,retractores mandibularum in-

feriores", tab. II. fig. 8. c. 24. and the ,,retractores mandibularum superio-

res", tab. II. fig. 8. c. 25., of which the first pair arise from the side-edge of the ,,la-

mina basalis mandibularum" and the other from the hindmost part of the interior

edge of the chief-part of the mandibles; both muscles proceed straightly backwards

during their course, running closely together and forming a coherent, large impression

on the lamina cephalica a little inside and behind the back-corners of the large im-

pressions of the ,,adductores mandibularum maximi", tab. I. fig. 13, c. 21. c. 25. In

front from the superior edge of the same lamina basalis arise the stout ,,flexores

mandibularum majores", tab. II. fig. 8. c. 26., which ascend obliquely, and ha-

ving passed across the ,,protractores mandibularum majores" and the ,,retractores

superiores" and ,,retractores inferiores", they attach themselves to the lamina cepha-

lica with a large impression, which is situated before and a little besides the impres-

sions of the ,,levatores metameri tertii maximi", tab. I. fig. 13. c. 26.

Besides the here mentioned seven pairs of muscles, from each mandible arise

other short muscles, the spot of insertion qf which I not altogether am sure of, partly

because of their smallness and concealed course and partly because of the thereby

produced difficulty of surveying at once the point of arising of these muscles and

their point of insertion. From the interior of the fore-part of the mandibles the

,,adductores mandibularum breves", tab. II. fig. 10. c. 2:., proceed unto the

laminae pharyngeales, tab. III. fig. 6. c. 27., and above them the ,,retrac tores man-

dibularum interiores". tab. II. fig. 10. c. 2s., which are much more slender and

much longer than the preceding and likewise attach themselves on the laminas pha-

ryngeales, tab. III. fig. 6. c. zs. With a semblable retractive effect doubtlessly work
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the following muscles, the ,,retractores mandibularum trianguli", tab. II. fig.

10. c. w., which attach themselves on the laminae pharyngeales ;
without doubt they

are the same muscles as those, that I have figured on tab. III. fig. 6. c. 29. The follo-

wing muscles, the ,,flexores mandibularum interiores", tab. II. fig. 10. c. so.,

I most likely must suppose to be flexors of the mandibles; they arise from the fore-

edge of the ,,lamina basalis mandibularum" and doubtlessly also are inserted in the

laminae pharyngeales, tab. III. fig. 6. c. so. Far inwardly in the mandibles from the

lamina basalis unto the fore-end of the chief-part proceed the ,,adductores mandi-

bularum absconditi", tab. II. fig. 10. c. 31. The following muscles, the ,,adduc-

tores mandibularum transversi", tab. I. fig. 12., tab. II. fig. 7. and 8. and tab.

III. fig. 5. c. 32., are very thick and broad; they arise straightly inwardly from the

dorsal side of the mandibles, run athwart the head and insert themselves in the liga-

mentum that unites the back-corners of the lamina? pharyngeales, tab. I. fig. 11. ph.

1. tr. With their innermost edge the muscles adjoin in the midline of the head and

together with the ligamentum they make a bridge between the mandibles, which is

so solid that without difficulty the mandibles jointly can be taken out of the head,

tab. II. fig. 7. On account of this the mandibles of the Chilopods remind us of those

of the Crustacea and of the lower Insects, such as Compodeae and Poduridae. Before

the ,,adductores transversi" and closely connected with them, we find the ad due-

tores mandibularum pharyngeales", tab. II. fig. 9. c. 33. and tab. III. fig. 5.

c. 33., but they only reach unto the back-corners of the laminae pharyngeales, where

they are inserted. Lastly also arising from the interior of the mandibles, somewhat

behind the ,,adductores transversi", we have the very slender ,,adductores mandibula-

rum tenues", tab. II. fig. 9. c. 34. and tab. III. fig. 5. c. 34.; they run very obliquely

towards the midline of the head, but I am not quite sure of the point on which

they are inserted, although I might suppose that they proceed unto the tip of the

,,ligamentum transversum laminarum pharyngealium", tab. I. fig. 11. ph. 1. tr.

To be compared with the mandibles of the Scolopendra I have represented

the same organs in a Lithobius and in a Geophilus (Orya barbarica). It instantly

will be seen, that I have delineated a much smaller number of muscles, and though

this circumstance for the greatest part must be due to an essential difference between

the different animals, still it also possibly can be referred partly to my having had

at my disposal only a few specimens of these animals, particularly of Orya, and partly

that, on account of their much smaller size, they present much greater difficulties

with regard to the preparing of the several muscles. Of the muscles I have succeded

to be able to refer all Chose which I have found in Lithobius punctulatus, tab. II.

fig. 13., to the muscles which I have represented in the Scolopendra, but I have not
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been able to refer the muscle, marked by c. 35., and which I have found in Orya

barbarica, tab. II. fig. 14., to any one of the muscles of the Scolopendra; according

to its point of issue and its direction it must be a retractor and therefore I have

previously denominated it the ,,retractores mandibularum postici", tab. II.

fig. 14. c. 35.

Among the six pairs of muscles, which I have in Lithobius, ZOGRAF only

has three pairs, namely the ,,protractores mandibularum maximi", c. 22., the ,,retrac-

tores mandibularum superiores", c. 24., or the ,,r. m. inferiores", c. 25., and the ,,flexo-

res mandibularum majores", c. 26. Of these he delineates the protractors on his

figures 17. and 18. and designates them with m. md., i. e. musculi mandibulares
;
in

his explanation he calls them ,,sblishateli shwal", the contractors of the mandibles,

by which is given to them a sphere of action, which certainly they have not; these

muscles also are indicated on fig. 20., but they are not mentioned in the explanation.

The retractors of the mandibles only are delineated on fig. 20., where they are mar-

ked with m. dl. md., i. e. musculi dilatores mandibularum; in the explanation they

are called ,,razdwigateli shawl", the distenders of the mandibles, and in the text above

they are called musculi retractores mandibularum or ,,raskriwateljami shwal", the

openers of the mandibles. The flexors are delineated fig. 17., 18. and 20., with the

designation m. 1. md. or m. Iv. md., i. e. musculi levatores mandibularum; in the

explanation they are called ,,podnimateli shwal", the levators of the mandibles.

Of the head itself we now only have left to mention the cavity of the mouth,

the pharynx and the lingua together with the muscles belonging to them. Behind

the labrum and the clypeus the cavity of the mouth forms a somewhat large, hol-

low room, the undermost part of which mostly is occupied by the lingua. On the

roof of the cavity of the mouth, behind the labrum, is found a round spot with a

very large number of feelers in the shape of short bristles or of warts, papilli sen-

sorii, tab. I. fig. 7. and 11. p. s.; before this spot, just behind the chitinous list that

supports the back-edge of the labrum, is found a very close series of semblable warts,

while others are placed in small heaps on each side of the round spot.

In a cut through the midline of the hardened and coloured head of the Litho-

bius, tab. I. fig. 2., which he designates by gld.2., i. e. glandula, ZOGRAF on the place

of these warts has delineated a glandulous body, and also according to the Russian

explanation, p. 34, as far as I can explain it, he has apprehended it as a kind of

gland or fattish body: ,,shirowoe tjelo molodoe, imjejuschee shelezoob-raznijwid".

In front of the cavity of the mouth are found the before described laminae

palatinse, 1. p., which by the help of stout muscles are moved against the clypeus
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and the lamina cephalica. Among the five pairs of muscles attached to the clypeus

we first must name the ,,depressores laminarum palatinarum exteripres'S

tab. I. fig. 9. d. 2., which are the outmost and also the shortest of them all. Be-

hind these are the ,,depressores laminarum palatinarum posteriores", tab. I.

fig. 9. d. 3., and farthest inwards the ,,depressores laminarum palatinarum
inter lores", tab. I. fig. 9. d. t. The three here mentioned pairs of muscles bring

the laminae palatinae downwards and somewhat forwards. Somewhat different from

the here indicated direction is that which the laminae palatinae get through the fourth

pair of muscles, the ,,flexores laminarum palatinarum", tab. I. fig. 8., 9. and

12. d. 5., by which they are drawn somewhat outwards and to the side, and by the

,,protractores laminarum palatinarum", tab. I. fig. 8. and 9. d. e.,
that bring

them a little forward. Besides these muscles, that run to the clypeus, a sixth pair,

the ,,levatores laminarum palatinarum", tab. I. fig. 8. and 9. d. T., ascend al-

most straigthly from the inmost corners of the laminae palatinae and proceed to the

lamina cephalica where their impressions are found altogether in front, above and

behind the nerves of sight, tab. I. fig. 13. d. T. Lastly we have already in the pre-

ceding mentioned the ,,adductores antennarum parvi", tab. I. fig. 12. and 13. u., as

proceeding from the tip of the laminae palatinae.

Among the muscles of the laminae palatinae ZOGKAF only delineates those

that correspond with the levators, and on his fig. 18. he marks them with m. ph.,

i. e. musculi pharyngeales; in the explanation he calls them ,,wtjagiwateli okoloroto-

wago koltsa", the attractors of the ring of the frame of the orifice.

The pharynx forms a funnel the side-walls of which mostly are supported

by the before descripted, p. 34., irregularly curved and here and there projecting

laminae pharyngeales, tab. I. fig. 10. We have already in the preceding mentioned

a considerable number of muscles which attach themselves on these laminae, and a

great number of them also are figured on our tab. III. fig. 6.; fewer are those which

are represented on tab. I. fig. 12., and on tab. L fig. 11. only a few are delineated.

But besides the already mentioned muscles still must be named three pairs of leva-

tors, namely the ,,levatores laminarum pharyngealium interiores", tab. I.

fig. 12. d. s., the ,,levatores laminarum pharyngealium antici", tab. I. fig.

12. d. 9., and the ,,levatores laminarum pharyngealium exteriores", tab. I.

fig. 12. d. 10., which all are very short, but also very stout muscles, which ascend

straightly or run a little obliquely inwards and insert themselves in the lamina ce-

phalica, thus that their impressions, of which the innermost without comparison are

the largest, form a convex arch on each side of the midline behind the supraoeso-

phageal ganglion and the impressions of the ,,levatores laminarum palatinarum", tab I.
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fig. 13. d. e. d. 9. and d. 10. From the back-edge of the laminae pharyngeales also,

among the many muscles which are attached to them, arise the ,,retractores lamina-

rum pharyngealium", tab. I. fig. 12. d. 11. and tab. III. fig. 6. d. 11.; they are a pair of

somewhat long and thin muscles which are inserted in the ligamentum of the third

metamer just before the origin of the ,,retractores metameri tertii longi", c. is., which

more or less seem to make a continuation of them, tab. III. fig. 1. and 2. d. n.

ZOGKAF only has one of the levators of the laminae pharyngeales which on

his fig. 18. he marks with m. be., i. e. musculi buccales; in the explanation they are

called ,,rastjagiwateli rotowoj wpadini", the dilators of the cavity of the mouth. In

the next place it doubtlessly is the ,,retractores laminarum pharyngealium" which he

delineates on the same figure and marks with m. d. c., i. e. musculi depressores ca-

pitis; in the explanation they are called ,,sgibateli golowi", the adductores of the

head, a denomination which not seems to me to be lucky.

The pharynx itself also is moved by particular muscles. First here must be

named two pairs of long, but very thin muscles which arise from the limit between

the pharynx and the cavity of the mouth, and having proceed straightly forward,

beneath the supraoesophageal ganglion, they insert themselves in the clypeus. The

innermost of these muscles, the ,,protractores pharyngis interiores", tab. I.

fig. 7. and 13. d. 12. and tab. III. fig. 7. d. 12., attach themselves to the pharynx so-

mewhat more inside and a little more behind than the exterior, the ,,protractores

pharyngis exteriores", tab. I. fig. 7. and 13. d. 13. and tab. III. fig. 7. d. is. From

the superior part of the pharynx, just before it is curved downwards in an arch,

arise a pair of thick, but very short muscles, the ,,levatores pharyngis", tab. III.

fig. 7. d. 14., which straightly ascend and attach themselves on the lamina cephalica,

where their impressions present themselves on each side of the midline as two some-

what large, oval spots, tab. I. fig. 13. d. u. A little behind these muscles from

the upperside of the pharynx arise the much more slender, but also longer ,,retrac-

tores pharyngis obliqui", tab. III. fig. 7. d. is., which have an oblique course back-

wards and attach themselves on the lamina cephalica, where their impressions toge-

ther almost in the centre of the head form one little, oval spot, tab. I. fig. 13. d. is.

The pharynx has also below its retractors, as in front of its underside arise two pairs

of very long and thin muscles that proceed to the interior side of the laminae pha-

ryngeales; the interior pair, the ,,retractores pharyngis absconditi", tab. III.

fig. 7. and 8. d. ie., arise a little more backward, but also a little nearer to the mid-

line of the pharynx than the exterior pair, the ,,retractores pharyngis inferi-

ores", tab. III. fig. 7. and 8. d. IT. Behind these muscles, just beneath the ,,levatores
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pharyngis", arise the ,,depressores pharyngis", tab. III. fig. 7. d. IP., which are

rather short and proceed almost straightly to the sides and somewhat downwards to

the laminae pharyngeales, tab. I. fig. 12. d. IK

The ,,lingua", tab. -I. fig. 4., 5. and 11. Ig. and tab. III. fig. 6-8. lg.,

forms a keel-shaped projection on the underside of the pharynx; yet the pharynx does

not immediately join the lingua, but first forms a leaf-shaped process, the ,,hypo-

pharynx", tab. I. fig. 11. h. p. and tab. III. fig. 8. h. p., which as a kind of cove-

ring or mantle surrounds the lingua in front and on the sides; on its fore-edge the

hypopharynx has a very close shag or trimming of very short thorns. The lingua

itself then begins a little behind the fore-edge of the hypopharynx and proceeds almost

straightly backwards, its isolated underside forming a slightly arched cup that is situ-

ated almost horizontally. The lingua mostly is covered by two flat hide-folds, which

almost adjoin in its midline, but which behind the midst of the lingua by degrees

separate more and more and leave the back-end of the lingua uncovered. Along the

sides of the lingua and behind its back-edge runs a narrow chitinous list, forming an

arch that is shut behind. The lingua certainly is an organ of taste; in its largest

extension it is covered by a shag of very short and thin thorns, between which are

spread very small chitinous rings, from which project short feeling-warts. Towards

the inmost edge of the hide-folds, i. e. towards the midline of the lingua, these rings

supplied with feeling-warts are assembled in almost uninterrupted rows.

The muscular system of the lingua is rather considerable. First we must

mention the ,,retractor linguae duplex", tab. III. fig. 79 d. 19.; it arises in the

tip of the lingua as a broad, but somewhat flat muscle, proceeds straightly back-

wards in the midline of the head along the underside of the pharynx, and soon be-

comes narrower, but also much stouter. It consists of two couches of fibres of which

the superior runs to the midst of the back-edge of the sternum of the maxillae, but

the inferior to the self-same place in the sternum of the labium; I have marked the

first of these couches with d. 19.", and the second with d. 19.'; for the rest I can refer

to the preceding where this muscle shortly is mentioned between the muscles of the

labium, p. 46., and those of the maxillae, p. 50., and its hindermost ends are delinea-

ted, tab. II. fig. 1. d. 19.' and tab. II. fig. 5. d. 19." Behind the chitinous lists of the

lingua arise the ,,levatores linguae exteriores", tab. III. fig. 8. d. 20., which

are a pair of somewhat stout muscles, while the ,,levatores linguae lati", tab.

III. fig. 7. and 8. d. 21., which arise inside the preceding muscles on the edge of the

hide-folds along the lingua, are a pair of much broader, but also much thinner mus-

cles; the last mentioned muscles both insert themselves in the laminae pharyngeales,

tab. I. fig. 12. 21. Lastly the ,,levatores linguae decussati", tab. III. fig. 68.
9
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d. 22., quite behind arise from the upperside of the hindmost end of the lingua ; they

are a pair of somewhat stout muscles which cross each other not far from their

origin, and like the preceding muscles they attach themselves on the laminae pha-

ryngeales.

I now have done with the proper head of the Scolopendra and its muscular

system, but as the fourth metamer with its ventral part so closely is connected the-

rewith, and besides this metamer by so many authors has been and still is reckoned

to the head, I will not here leave it altogether unhandled, yet without aspiring to

that completeness of unterstanding and that insight in the muscular system, which

I have tried to attain in the head itself.

The sternum of the fourth metamer forms a broad, rhomboidal, strongly chi-

tinous and in front somewhat rounded plate, the ,,sternum metameri quarti",

tab. III. fig. 10., 12. and 14. e. st., which in front covers a considerable part of the

underside of the head, but behind sinks into the body, thus that it almost reachs

the back-edge of the sternum of the sixth metamer, tab. III. fig. 10. Outerly in the

edge of the sternum is found a slight hide-seam, and in front of it begins another

plate, the ,,prosternum metameri quarti", tab. III. fig. 11., 13. and 14. e. p. st., the

somewhat narrowed and with more or less, feebler or stronger teeth supplied fore-

edge of which projects a little before the sternum. In this dentated fore-edge the

prosternum bends in a very acute angle, and in the shape of a splitted somewhat

narrower and shorter and less chitinous plate it retrogrades and places itself upon

the sternum. When the animal is alive or at least in an undamaged condition, we

only see the dentated fore-edge of this prosternum, but even when the head is taken

off and the fourth metamer can be seen from above, still the greatest part of this

splitted plate is concealed by the membrane, which unites itself to the prosternum

in a strongly bent line -- which in front approaches the fore-edge
-- and in a mem-

braneous continuation follows the surface of the two leaves of the prosternum unto

their hindmost edges; the prosternum then is a simple continuation of the membrane,

only that through the dislocation of the prosternum it is turned far inside. On tab.

III. fig. 14. I have tried to represent this circumstance : the untermost deeply shaded

plate is the sternum, seen from above; over it lies the unshaded prosternum, and

over it again the somewhat shaded, turned membrane, which again in front is cove-

red by the exterior membrane; on the right hand I have taken away the greatest

part of the exterior and about half the turned membrane, that the contrast and the

connexion between the turned membrane and the prosternum more easely may strike

the eyes. The pleurae, tab. III. fig. 11. and 14. e. pi., also are developed into a large,
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arched shield, which surrounds the root of the outside of each limb. The dorsal part

of the metamer is formed of a narrow, slightly chitinous band at the bottom of that

canal, which is overarched by the back-edge of the lamina cephalica or perhaps uni-

ted with it.

In several species of Geophilus the sternum lengthwise is run through by a

pair of dark lines, by which doubtlessly is indicated a distinction between the real

sterna or sternal plates and the epi sterna; for the dark lines are thickenings of the

side-edges of the sternal plates, and in front they form the little projection or pivot,

upon which articulates the undermost condylus of the limbs; such is the case in Hi-

manterium. In my Geophil. 1871. p. 13. with a less lucky name I have called them

in the Danish language ,,Chitinlister" (chitinous lists), but I do not find that there is

anything to object to the Latin denomination ,,linese chitineae". This latter expres-

sion also LATZEL has accepted, 1. c. p. 220, and in the German renders it ,,Chitin-

schwielen oder Chitinlinie (dieser Hiiften)".

The very large ,,raptorial legs", pedes prensorii, tab. III. fig. 1013.

p. pr., distinguish themselves as the exponents of this metamer, and in all the Chi-

lopods also these raptorial legs are short with a very stout basal joint and a claw-

shaped end-joint. The end-joint at its tip on the upwards turned side is perforated

by a little oval hole leading to a canal, that exports the secretion of the large poison-

gland, which lengthened gland including the reservoir with its strongly chitinous

walls occupies the greatest part of the dorsal side of the basal joint of the raptorial

legs, tab. III. fig. 11. gl. v. The second and the third joint are very short but in the

Scolopendrini and in the Geophili the most peculiar occurence takes place, that they

do not form a closed ring, but are interrupted during a rather long space within the

exterior border, thus that the basal joint and the end-joint here immediately meet.

With regard to the explanation of these parts must be remarked, that the

sternum of the fourth metamer well most frequently has been considered to be a

single plate, but that not always has been pretended, that because thereof it should

be homologous with the sternum in the following metamers of the body. But often

it has also downright been said to be coalesced of two pieces; and the more eagerly

was kept up the explanation of this plate with the raptorial legs as a pair of feet

or pedes maxillares, the more firmly also the plate was considered to be the coale-

sced basal parts or coxae of that same pair of limbs; and a greater strenghtening of

such a consideration furthermore was found in the fact, that in Lithobius the seam

between the supposed coxae still was quite distinct, while these coxae in Scutigera

were so widely separated, that not even there could be thought of any seam. I my-
self have also maintained this view peculiarly in my Geophil. Haun. and even rejected,
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1. c. p. 13, the designation ,,Sternum" or ,,Brystdeel", which in ,,Danmarks Geophiler"

I had used for this plate; now I again return to that denomination which formerly

I have rejected. But my reasons for maintaining at present the denomination and

explanation as sternum are about the selfsame here as they are in the other meta-

mers, and here I partly shall repeat them: first, when we explain the plate as coxae

we lack every trace of any metamer, from which the coxae and the other parts of

the limbs might arise; next, limbs never can sink deep into their own or in follo-

wing metamers, which on the contrary the very parts of the metamer well are able

to do, thus as we well know peculiarly from the Hymenoptera, the Lepidoptera and

the Diptera, in particular with regard to the mesonotum; lastly, the whole muscular

system, thus as it will be seen in the following, does not point to limbs, as the sup-

posed coxae amongst other things serve to the attachment of the muscles of the

preceding metamer.

Among the muscles which are attached to this metamer or partly are taken

up in it, already in the preceding we have mentioned the ,,depressores metameri

tertii majores", tab. III. fig. 10. c. 6., together with the ,,depressores metameri tertii

medii" and ,,depr. m. t. anteriores", the impressions of which still are too small to

be figured by that enlargement which here has been used, and furthermore the

,,depressores metameri tertii tenues", tab. III. fig. 11. c. 9., the ,,retractores metameri

tertii interiores", tab. III. fig. 11. c. 10., and the ,,retractores m. t. foliacei", tab. III.

fig. 13. c. 11. Of the own muscles of the metamer first are to remark the different

muscles by which the sternum and the prosternum are moved toward each other.

The first of these muscles, the ,,depressores prosterni metameri quarti", tab.

III. fig. 10. and 12. e. i., are a pair of very broad, somewhat stout muscles, which

from the inmost edge of the two leaves of the prosternum sink perpendiculary down-

wards and are inserted in the inmost face of the sternum with a pair of lengthened

almost line-shaped impressions, which surround and almost adjoin the united impres-

sions of the ,,depressores metameri tertii majores"; behind, on the spot where the

last mentioned impressions cease, the depressors of the prosternum unite and form as a

wall of partition within the metamer. An effect, semblable to that which the de-

pressors perform, also have the following pairs of muscles of which the first, the

,,compressores metameri quarti interiores", tab. III. fig. 13. e. 2., run inside the

latter, the ,,compressores metameri quarti exterior es", tab. III. fig. 13. e. s., but

both they proceed from the exterior edges of the leaves of the prosternum unto the ex-

terior edges of the sternum; for the rest the fibres of these muscles cross each other,

the fibres of the interior compressors running from before backwards and those of

the exterior compressors in the greatest part of their course from behind forwards.
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The three here mentioned pairs of muscles with the sternum as their bottom and the

leaves of the prosternum as their cover form together a double case that surrounds

the ,,adductores unguium maximi" and the ,,adductores pedum prensoriorum magni".

Among the rest of the muscles I only will mention some of the most impor-

tant, as the ,,adductores pleurarum transversi", tab. III. fig. 11. e. 4., that as a

long, somewhat broad, but flat muscle arise from the interior edge of the pleurae and

run along the fore-edge of the scutum dorsale of the fifth metamer towards the mid-

line and are inserted in the scutum dorsale. Beneath these muscles run the ,,ad due-

tores pleurarum obliqui", tab. III. fig. 11. e. s., that arise from the fore-edge of

the pleurae and run towards the back-edge of the scutum dorsale of the fifth meta-

mer, where they are inserted near to the midline. Much shorter than the before

mentioned muscles are the ,,pleurarum reflexores", tab. III. fig. 10. e. e., that

arise from the side of the pleurae and also are inserted in the scutum dorsale of the fifth

metamer. Here also must be mentioned the ,,retractor es scuti dorsalis metameri

quarti", tab. III. fig. 1. and 3. e. T., which are a pair of very short and broad, but thin

muscles that from the fore-edge of the scutum dorsale of the fourth metamer proceed

to the fore-edge of the scutum dorsale of the fifth metamer, near to the point of

attachment of the ,,retractores metameri tertii fusiformes". Lastly also can be men-

tioned two pairs of retractors belonging to the dorsal part of the fourth metamer,

the ,,retractores metameri quarti superiores", tab. I. fig. 15. e. ie. and IT.

To move the basal joint of the raptorial legs and thereby the whole of these legs

serve three pairs of muscles, among which the ,,adductores pedum prensoriorum

magni", tab. III. fig. 12. and 13. e. e., without comparison are the most considerable
;

these muscles arise from that process which the exterior wall of the basal joint at

its inmost corner drives into the metamer; this process is formed as a leaf which at

first stands perpendicularly, but soon is turned and comes to occupy a horizontal

position, being at the same time both flattened and pointed. This last mentioned,

pointed, but rather long part of the process forms the tendon of the very stout, coni-

cal muscles which occupy the most of the midst of the fourth metamer and attach

themselves on the hindmost edge of the sternum behind and partly on the sides of

the ,,depressores prosterni". Much less important are the cerntainly very broad, but

somewhat short and exceedingly flat ,,adductores pedum prensoriorum infe-

rior es", tab. III. fig. 10. e. 9., which from the undermost part of the back-edge of

the basal joint proceed unto a spot somewhat from the edge of the sternum, where

they are inserted. As antagonists of the last mentioned muscles work the ,,reflexo-

res pedum prensoriorum", tab. III. fig. 11. and 12. e. 10., a pair of thick, but
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short muscles, that arise from the exterior corner of the back-edge of the basal joint

and are inserted in the interior face of the exterior corners of the sternum.

The own muscles of the raptorial legs not by far are so numerous as those

of the limbs of the maxillae, but also here the ,,adductores unguium maximi, tab. III.

fig. 12. and 13. e. n' n.", without comparison are the most considerable, and here

too they form two parts. Their tendon arises from that notch, which is found be-

hind the radical knot of the end-joint, and the first part of the muscles, pars prima,

e. 11.', runs obliquely athwart the basal joint and is inserted in the dorsal side of it,

directly behind the large poison-gland. Their second part, pars secunda, e. n.", is

much more considerable than the first part and takes up the largest part of the fourth

metamer, whereafter it is inserted in the posterior part of the inmost face of the

sternum. Much lesser are the following three pairs of adductors, of which the ,,adduc-

tores unguium inferiores", tab. III. fig. 10. e. 12., arise from the undermost side

of the back-edge of the end-joint and attach themselves about in the midst of the

basal joint, while the ,,adductores unguium posteriores", tab. III. fig. 10. e. 13.,

arise from the very same back-edge somewhat more towards the dorsal or exterior

side of the limbs, and also are inserted near to the point of attachment of the pre-

ceding muscles, thus that I have somewhat hesitated, wether I had to consider these

muscles as one or as two pairs. Then come the ,,adductores unguium supe-

rior es", tab. III. fig. 11. e. u., which are somewhat lesser than the two preceding

adductors, but still broad and considerable; they arise from the midst of the upper-

most side of the back-edge and are inserted in the foremost third of the interior face

of the basal joint. Lastly we have the small ,,adductores unguium interiores",

tab. III. fig. 10. and 11. e. 15., which arise from the short, process in which is conti-

nuated the interior corner of the second joint of the raptorial legs; the muscles but

are short and small and are inserted in the interior side of the basal joint. The

mentioned second joint of the raptorial legs being closely connected with the third

and the fourth or the utmost joint, i. e. the end- or claw-joint, of these legs, these

last mentioned muscles come to work as adductors of the claw-joint itself.

I have not been able to find any antagonist of these adductors, but with

regard to this I must remark that the turn- point of the claw-joint is found quite on the

utmost corner of the back-edge, and that no soever shorter or longer axis is found

behind, fit for the applying of the reflexors.

ZOGKAF in his fig. 23. gives a figure of the muscular system of this meta-

mer, but unhappily the explanation contains nothing but the superscription: Musculi

nogotscheljusti wtoroj pari, i. e. the muscles of the second pair of pedes maxillares;

the only muscles in the figure that are marked are not mentioned in the text, in
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which, on the contrary, is referred to two muscles, that certainly are those muscles

which are delineated in the undermost edge of the figure, in the limit of the follo-

wing metamer; yet these muscles do not concern us here. That muscle which in

the figure is marked with m. dp. p. mx.2 doubtless is one of our ,,adductores pedum
prensoriorum magni", and the letters also agree tolerably therewith; as coinciding

with the preceding fig. 22., well they must be read: musculus depressor pedum maxil-

larura secundi paris or in the Russian language ,,prigibateli nogotscheljustej wtoroj

pan k' tjelu, i. e. the adductores toward the body of the second pair of the pede's

maxillares.
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the Dytisci.] Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kjebenhavn 187980. p. 6972. (In Dan.)

24) Om Ordenen Diploglossata. [On the order Diploglossata.] Ibid. 1879-80. p. 343- 346. (In Dan.)

25) Spirakelpladen hos Scarabse-Larverne.

[The plate of the spiracles in the larva of the Scarabaei.] Ibid. 1881. p. 289-292. (In Dan.)

26) De formeentlige Aandedrsetsredskaber og deres Mundinger (Stomata) hos Slsegten Scutigera.

[The supposed organa respiratoria and their orifices (stomata) in the genus Scutigera.]

Ibid. 1882. p. 88-107. Illustr. (In Dan.)

27) Sur la conformation de la tete et sur 1'interpretation des organes buccaux chez les In-

sectes, ainsi que sur la systematique de cet Ordre.

Entomolog. Tidsskr. Stockholm 1880. p. 147150. (In French).

(Om Sammenssetningen af Hovedet og Tydningen af Munddelene hos Insekterne samt omln-

sektordenernes Systematik). Ferhandl. Skand. Naturf. 12 Mode (1880). 1883. p. 510513. (In Dan.)

28) Sur la construction des organes buccaux chez les Dipteres.

Entomolog. Tidsskr. Stockholm 1880. p. 150153. (In French).

(Munddelenes Bygning hos Fluerne (Diptera.)

F0rhandl. Skand. Naturf. 12 Mode (1880). 1883. p. 523-526. (In Dan.)

29) Om retractile Antenner hos en Dipter-larve, Tanypus.

[On retractile antennas found in the larva of a Dipteron, Tanypus.]

Entomolog. Tidsskr. Stockholm 1882. p. 83-86. Illustr. (In Dan.)

30) Moehlonyx (Tipula) culiciformis De G.

Overs. K. D. Vidensk. Selsk. Forh. 1883. p. 124. 1 Tav. (In Dan. with a French comp.)

31) Flnernes Munddele. Trophi Dipteroram. 1881. p. 191. 4. 6 Tav.

[The parts of the mouth of the flies. Trophi Dipterorum.] (In Dan. with a Latin compend).

32) Die Mundtheile der Dipteren. Eine Replik von Fr. Meinert in Copenhagen.

[The parts of the mouth of the Diptera. A replication by Fr. Meinert of Copenhague.J

Zoolog. Anzeiger 1882. Nr. 124 and 125. (In Germ.)
10
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EXPLICATIO FIGURARUM.

His litteris esedem partes ubique significantur, nempe:

cl. Clypeus.

c. sc. i. Scutella intercalaria capitis.

c'. ep. m. Epimera metameri tertii.

c'. ep. st Episterna metameri tertii.

c'. sc. i. Scuta intercalaria metameri tertii.

c'. st. Sterna metameri tertii.

e. pi. Pleurae metameri quarti.

e p. st. Prosternum metameri quarti seu pe-

dum prensoriorum.

e. st. Sternum metameri quarti seu pedum
prensoriorum.

f. d. Fimbria digitalis.

gl. v. Glandula venefica.

h. p. Hypopharynx.
Ib. Labrum.

Ig. Lingua.

1. o. LaminsB obliquae.

1. p. Laminae palatinae.

1. ph. Laminae pharyngeales.

1'. ep. Episterna labii.

1'. m. Membra labii seu palpi labiales.

1'. pr. Processus labii.

1'. st. Sternum labii.

m. ep. st. Episterna maxillarum seu metameri

secundi.

m. st. Sterna maxillarum seu metameri secundi.

m. m. Membra maxillarum seu palpi maxillares.

m'. c. d. Condylus mandibularum.

m'. d. Mandibulae.

m'. 1. Ligamentum mandibularum.

m'. 1. b. Lamina basalis mandibularum.

m'. 1. m. Lamina media mandibularum.

oc. Oculi.

ph. 1. tr. Ligamentum transversum laminarum

pharyngealium.

p.pr. Pedes prensorii seu membra metameri quarti.

p. s. Papilli sensorii.

s. g. Ganglion supraoesophageale.
st. 5. Sternum metameri quinti.

st. 6. Sternum metameri sexti.

st. 7. Sternum metameri septimi.

His litteris iidem musculi ubique signiflcantur:

1. Retractores capitis majores.

2. minores.

3. Flexores capitis interiores.

4. exteriores.

5. perlongi.

5.* Flexorum oorundem macula muscularis po-

sterior.

6. Flexores capitis pertenues.

6.* Flexorum eorundem macula muscularis po-

sterior.

7. Reflexores antennarum obliqui.

8. interiores.

9. Reflexores antennarum medii.

10. exteriores.

11. lati.

12. longi.

13. Adductores antennarum perlongi.

13.* Adductorum eorundem macula muscularis

posterior.

14. Adductores antennarum parvi.

15. absconditi.

16.
,.

inferiores.

a. 1. Retractores labii interiores.

a. 2. medii.
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a. 3. Retractores labii laterales.

a. 4. Adductores labii maximi.

a. 5. ..
., parvi.

a. 6.
., postici.

a. 7. Levatores labii.

a. 8. Flexores labii.

a. 9. Retractores labii inferiores.

a. 10. Productores labii.

a. 11. Compressor sternalis anterior.

a. 12. .. posterior.

a 13. Retrautores processuum labii.

a. 13.' Retractorum oorundem pars interior.

a. 13."
.,

.. media.

a. 13.'" exterior.

a. 14. Adductores processuum labii.

a. 15. Flexores processuum labii.

a. 16. Adductores membrorum labii inferiores.

a. 17. Reflexores membrorum labii inferiores.

a. 18. Adductores membrorum labii superiores.

a. 19. Reflexores membrorum labii superiores.

b. 1. Retractores maxillarum laterales.

b. 2.
,, medii.

b. 3.
,.

interiores.

b. 4. Adductores maxillamm.

b. 5. Levatoros maxillarum exteriores.

b. 6.
.,

interiores.

b. 7. Retractores maxillarum inferiores.

b. 8. Adductores membrorum maxill. magni.
b. 9. medii.

b. 10. parvi.

b. 11. Reflexores membrorum maxill. longi.

b. 12.
., breves.

b. 13.' Adductorum unguium pars prima.

b. 13." secunda.

b. 14. Adductores membrorum maxill. tenues.

b. 15. Reflexores digitorum exteriores.

b. 16. interiores.

b. 17. Adductores digitorum majores.

b. 18. minores.

b. 19. Reflexores tarsorum.

c. 1. Levatores metameri tertii maximi.

c. 2. medii.

c. 3. minores.

c. 4. postici.

c. 5.
,,

extern!,

c. 6. Depressores metameri tertii majores.

c. 7. medii.

c. 8. Depressores metameri tertii anteriores.

c. 9.
,,

.. tenues.

c. 10. Retractores metameri tertii interiores.

c. 11. .. foliacei.

c. 12. .. majores.

c. 13. .. minores.

c. 14. fusiformes.

c. 15. longi.

c. 16. Levatores episternorum.

c. 17. Depressores episternorum.

c. 18. Productores episternorum.
c. 19. Levatores tendinis mandibularum.

c. 20. Adductores mandibularum maximi.

c. 20.' Adductorum eorundem tendo.

c. 21. Adductores mandibularum obliqui.

c. 22. Protractores mandibularum majores.

c. 23. ., minores.

c. 24. Retractores mandibularum inferiores.

c. 25.
,, ., superiores.

c. 26. Flexores mandibularum majores.

c. 27. Adductores mandibularum breves.

c. 28. Retractores mandibularum interiores.

c. 29. trianguli.

c. 30. Flexores mandibularum interiores.

c. 31. Adductores mandibularum absconditi.

c. 32. transversi.

c. 33.
,. ., pharyngeales.

c. 34. tenues.

c. 35. Retractores mandibularum postici (Orya).

d. 1. Protractores labri.

d. 2. Depressores laminarum palatinarum ex-

teriores.

d. 3. Depressores laminarum palatinarum po-

steriores.

d. 4. Depressores laminarum palatinarum in-

teriores.

d. 5. Flexores laminarum palatinarum.

d. 6. Protractores laminarum palatinarum.

d. 7. Levatores laminarum palatinarum.

d. 8. Levatores laminarum pharyngealium in-

teriores.

d. 9. Levatores laminarum pharyngealium an-

tici.

d. 10. Levatores laminarum pharyngealium ex-

teriores.

d. 11. Retractores laminarum pharyngealium.
d. 12. Protractores pharyngis interiores.
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d. 13. Protractores pharyngis exteriores.

d. 14. Levatores pharyngis.

d. 15. Retractores pharyngis obliqui.

d. 16. absconditi.

d. 17. inforiores.

d. 18. Depressores pharyngis.

d. 19. Retractor linguaB duplex.

d. 19.' Retractoris linguae pars inferior.

d. 19." superior.

d. 20. Levatores linguae exteriores.

d. 21. lati.

d. 22. decussati.

e. 1. Depressores prosterni metameri quarti.

e. 2. Compressores metameri quarti interiores.

e. 3. exteriores.

e. 4. Adductores pleurarum transversi.

e. 5. Adductores pleurarum obliqui.

e. 6. Reflexores pleurarum.

e. 7. Retractores scuti dorsalis metameri quarti.

e. 8. Adductores pedum prensoriorum magni.
e. 9. inferiores.

e. 10. Reflexores pedum prensoriorum.

e. 11.' Adductorum unguium maximorum pars

prima.

e. 11." Adductorum unguium maximorum pars

secunda.

e. 12. Adductores unguium inferiores.

e. 13. posteriores.

e. 14. superiores.

e. 15. interiores.

e. 16. et 17. Rotractores metameri quarti supe-

riores.

Tab. I.

Fig. 115. Scolopendra subspinipes Kohlr.

Fig. 1. Caput, supinum, trophis omnibus in situ exhibitis.

Fig. 2. Caput, supinum, maxillis omissis, musculis nonnullis metameri tertii additis.

Fig. 3. Caput, supinum, maxillis labioque omissis.

Fig. 4. Caput, supinum, trophis omnibus omissis.

Fig. 5. Caput, supinum, maxillis labioque alterius lateris maxima pro parte omissis.

Pig. 6. Labrum, pronuni, cum musculis.

Fig. 7. Labrum, supinum, cum parte superiore cavitatis oris.

Fig. 8. Lamina palatina altera, supina, cum musculis.

Fig. 9. Lamina palatina altera, prona, cum musculis.

Fig. 10. Lamina pharyngealis altera.

Fig. 11. Pars antica capitis, supina. Trophis omissis, cavitas oris patet.

Fig. 12. Caput, pronum, lamina cephalica, ganglione supraoesophageali, pharynge trophisque omissis.

Fig. 13. Caput, pronum, lamina cephalica sublata.

Fig. 14. Musculi nonnulli antennarum.

Fig. 15. Musculi nonnulli laminae cephalicao atque metameri qumti.

Tab. II.

Fig. 1 11. Scolopendra subspinipes Kohlr.

Fig. 1. Labium, supinum.

Fig. 2. Labium, pronum.

Fig. 3. Labii processus, proni, processu dextro maxima pro parte omisso.

Fig. 4. Maxillae, supinse, musculis nonnullis metameri tertii additis.

Eig. 5. Maxillas, pronae.

Fig. 6. Mandibula dextra, e dorso exhibita. Connexus cum epimero metameri tertii exhibita est.
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Fig. 7. Mandibula utraque, supina, in connexu exhibita.

Fig. 8. Mandibula sinistra, prona, musculis pro parts exhibitis.

Fig. 9. Mandibula sinistra, supina, musculis pro parte exhibitis.

Fig. 10. Mandibula dextra, e latere interiore exhibita, musculis pro parte exhibitis.

Fig. 11. Particula faciei inferioris capitis, qua connexus mandibute domonstretur.

Fig. 12. Li^hobius forficatus L.

Fig. 12. Labium, supinum.

Fig. 13. Lithobius punctulatus Koch.

Fig. 13. Mandibula sinistra, e latere intoriore exhibita. Connexus cum metamero

tertio exhibita est.

Fig. 14. Orya barbarica Gerv.

Fig. 14. Mandibula dextra, supina.

Tab. III.

Fig. 1 14. Scolopendra subspinipes. Kohlr.

Fig. 1. Musculi metameri tertii, musculo depressore foliaceo truncate.

Fig. 2. Musculi nonnulli metameri tertii et pharyngis.

Fig. 3. Musculi nonnulli metameri tertii.

Fig. 4. Musculi opistornorum metameri tortii.

Fig. 5. Musculi nonnulli adductores mandibularum.

Fig. 6. Pharynx cum labro linguaque, supina.

Fig. 7. Pharynx cum lingua, e latere exhibita.

Fig. 8. Lingua, e latere exhibita.

Fig. 9. Musculus retractor lingua? duplex.

Fig. 10. Pedes prensorii cum sterno, supini.

Fig. 11. Pedes prensorii cum prosterno scutoque dorsali metameri quinti, proni.

Fig. 12. Pedes prensorii cum sterno, supini.

Fig. 13. Pedes prensorii cum sterno prosternoque, proni.

Fig. 14. Prosternum pedum prensoriorum seu metameri quarti, pronum.
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